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editor’s note

Realising the Vision: Malaysia as
an Accountancy Education Hub

M

IA has long had a strategic plan for
the development of an Accountancy
Education Hub, with an eye to
accounting in the future. Plans were set in
motion as far back as 2005, but 2010 may
be the right time and Malaysia may be
the right place for the establishment of an
Accountancy Education Hub.

But given Malaysia’s
long tradition of
excellence in producing
quality accountants,
we at MIA believe that
these obstacles can be
surmounted if the vision
of a hub is spearheaded
by a dedicated one-stop
agency.

The reason? All the key factors seem to be
coming together. In terms of infrastructure,
the country already has various institutions
that provide all levels of accountancy education, including global professional qualifications; training and continuing professional
development; and research. Resilience in
ASEAN markets should see an increase
in demand for accounting professionals in
emerging economies like Cambodia, Laos
and Vietnam. There is also significant potential in the Islamic finance market – another
area where Malaysia is positioning itself as
a hub – for accountants who are competent
in handling Shariah-based transactions. As
Islamic finance evolves globally, international
financial centres may well look to Malaysia to
supply its need for talent.
True, there are hurdles such as sticky immigration laws and the need to converge current accounting curriculum with the latest
developments in International Financial
Reporting Standards. But given Malaysia’s
long tradition of excellence in producing
quality accountants, we at MIA believe that

letters to the editor /////

these obstacles can be surmounted if the
vision of a hub is spearheaded by a dedicated
one-stop agency.
Moving on, we take a look at GDP, which
is popularly used as a measure of economic health. But is it the most accurate
barometer of human well-being and prosperity? Has the economic recovery as
measured by GDP growth been translated
into real jobs?Arguably, we need more reliable metrics for measuring change in our
health,education and environment. This will
be critical to measure individual well-being
as Malaysia shifts towards a high income
economic model.
Over in trends, we take a look at how resilient
luxury brands are approaching the downturn. As the fortunes of the affluent recover,
they are eschewing frugality for understated
luxury and genuine quality. Apart from the
affluent,companies would do well to market to the world’s largest segment of savvy
consumers – Gen Y. Three times the size of
Gen X, Gen Y is becoming a powerhouse in
consumer spending. Smart marketers would
do best to bypass traditional marketing and
deliver hip, cool campaigns tailored to Gen Y
tastes on their own turf such as the Internet,
mobile platforms and gaming.
Happy reading! n

EDITOR

A key element in the world of publishing is what readers have to say. We want to hear from you on just about anything that
appears in each issue of Accountants Today. Why not drop us a line now? e-mail: communications@mia.org.my
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cover story

accountancy
education:
THE HUB OF THE MATTER
Majella Gomes

What does it take to become a hub? Wishful thinking and big dreams aside, a hub, especially of
accountancy education, takes a great deal of
thought and planning, and collaboration on all
fronts before it becomes a reality. Perhaps what
is prerequisite is that all stakeholders are on the
same page, and moving in the right direction.

ll

A

ccording to the International
Education
Standards
(IES) promulgated by the
International Federation of
Accountants (IFAC), professional accountants should have a university
degree before they are allowed to embark
on a programme of professional accounting
education. They should also have obtained
the relevant practical experience and developed competence as professional accountants, and already have undergone some
sort of assessment for this.
MIA has long had a strategic plan
for the development of an Accountancy
Education Hub, with an eye to accounting
in the future. Plans were set in motion
as far back as 2005, said MIA President
Abdul Rahim Abdul Hamid. “Various
action plans and strategies were discussed
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by my predecessor, Nik Hasyudeen,” he
said, “and in 2008, a position paper was
put up for this purpose. MIA has always
been actively involved, and we’ve always
collaborated with government and other
agencies for professional advancement.”
2010 may be the right time and Malaysia
may be the right place for the establishment of an Accountancy Education Hub.
Consider the facts: the country already
has various institutions that target all levels of accountancy education, training and
research. Fourteen recognised institutions of higher learning, including 11 public universities, offer undergraduate programmes in accountancy. Besides these
local universities, four foreign universities
with branch campuses in Malaysia also
offer accountancy degrees.
Aspiring accountants may also take the

ACCOUNTANCY EDUCATION: THE HUB OF THE MATTER

professional route, and work to obtain qualifications from recognised professional bodies like the ACCA, CIMA, CPA Australia,
ICAA, ICAEW and MICPA. Most of these
are internationally-recognised qualifications that will enable holders to work practically anywhere in the world. In addition,
these bodies have long had a presence in
Malaysia, and already have a large membership.
A distinct focus on continuing professional development has led to the development of a large pool of training providers. The MIA Professional Development
Centre alone conducts more than 400
courses annually in accountancy and
accountancy-related matters. In addition,
Malaysia has several accountancy service
providers who can offer practical training
or student internships.
ll

Who would come?

Market forces cannot be ignored, and
all signs point to developments on the
ASEAN front that will see an increase
in demand for accounting professionals
in emerging economies like Cambodia,
Laos and Vietnam. There is also significant potential in the Islamic finance market – another area where Malaysia is positioning itself as a hub – for accountants
who are competent in handling Shariahbased transactions. With the move
towards Islamic finance, the Organisation
of Islamic Countries (OIC) may well look
to Malaysia to supply its needs.
However, while all parties seem poised
to make the hub a reality, pragmatism
dictates that the shortfalls and shortcomings of having an Accountancy Education
Hub be identified and addressed before
official pronouncements are made. One
of the main challenges is that although
Malaysia does appear to have the wherewithal to offer everything the aspiring
accountant requires by way of education,
it lacks a single coordinating body or
recognised authority that can deal with
all matters pertaining to the issue. This
could lead to complications later on, especially where there is an overlap of areas
of authority.
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ll

All systems go, but…

At a recent forum entitled The Way
Forward: Developing Malaysia as an
Accountancy Education Hub organised
by ACCA Malaysia, Deputy Minister of
Higher Education Dr. Hou Kok Chung
said Malaysia was striving to move up
the value chain by grooming world-class
human capital including financial professionals, as the government sees this as
vital to the country’s international competitiveness.
Accountancy, he said, has been categorised as one of the courses critical to
development, and as such, an accountancy education hub will have unstinting
government support.
Despite strong support, a key concern
is that while accountancy in Malaysia is
well taught, it is not taught with applicability, i.e... students are strong on theory
but are lacking in practice.
There are two contributing factors:
the calibre of teaching staff and the lack
of industrial training opportunities before
fresh graduates enter the job market. The
emphasis on theory may stem from the
background of the lecturers in institutions
of higher learning. Although well-qualified
to teach, they may lack the prerequisite
market and industry insights themselves
that could add value to their lectures and
broaden students’ perspectives.
Prior to 1996, only Malaysian public universities were allowed to offer recognised
accountancy courses but now, private universities and colleges can offer accredited
accountancy courses as well. The fact that
these courses are conducted in English
makes them even more attractive to foreign
students. It is worth noting that the use of
English in higher education has generally
led to an increase in foreign enrolments in
institutions of higher learning not just in
accountancy, but across the board.
ll

Local efforts

Additionally, not all foreign students
have deep pockets; the cost of living
in Malaysia is relatively cheaper than
Singapore or Australia for many, although
8
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the standards of living in all three countries are comparable. There has been
concern over establishments which have
discontinued certain courses or closed
down completely due to low enrolments
and high operating costs, and this has
affected students rather badly. However,
the move by the Ministry of Higher
Education to persuade amalgamation of
smaller colleges to improve the quality
of the education they offer through more
efficient sharing of resources has substantially decreased such negative incidents in recent years.
Recognising its role in developing
professional competencies, MIA has
stepped up its efforts in the field. The
organisation’s purview covers identifying the main prerequisites of pre and
post-educational qualifications, and professional development programmes, but
it has gone a step further. It recently
developed a publication, Integrated Case
Studies, designed to equip accounting
graduates with the foundation necessary

to continue improving their professional
abilities and competences as accountants.
Intended to stimulate thinking and
analytical skills for problem-solving and
decision-making, the book features case
studies developed by Malaysian academicians and MIA members, and will expose
graduates to cases within the Malaysian
context. The book is a good example of
what can be achieved when professional
bodies collaborate with academia.
One forum participant remarked that
from the student’s perspective, the single
most important element was the lecturer.
The onus was thus on teaching staff to
keep themselves current. Some universities abroad arrange for practicing accountants to come in and teach but local institutions of higher learning lack this.
ll

Tech support

Efforts at hub development can be further intensified via the application of technology. With broadband access growing

ACCOUNTANCY EDUCATION: THE HUB OF THE MATTER

throughout the world, e-learning is fast
becoming a commercially viable alternative, especially when coupled with
already-accredited, established courses.
Thoughtfully developed, it could lead to
increased enrolment without the cost of
physical student attendance. E-learning
can also enable continued learning, tailored to the resources of individual students.
Another concern voiced by MIA
has been the difficulty encountered by
foreign students when applying to stay
in Malaysia past their course dates.
Student visas usually expire upon
completion of the student’s course,
which makes it difficult for students
to take up internships, as internships
can be confirmed only when a course
is completed. Without internships,
students are limited to theor y and
may be at a disadvantage when applying for jobs.
Instances like these underscore
the necessity of collaborating with
various government bodies, like the
Immigration Department, and ministries like MITI and Foreign Affairs, on
the setting up of a hub with far-reaching implications and consequences.
“Complicated” is an understatement,
but some institutions have already
recognised this, and are taking steps
to put the necessar y procedures in
place. Universiti Sains Malaysia, for
example, is making efforts to help
its foreign students through the setting up of an on-campus Immigration
office.
ll

Students from all over the world
will follow a standard curriculum, so it
will be easier to factor in whatever they
need to learn, in keeping with industry
dynamics. The issue of convergence, for
instance, can be tackled at student level,
and graduates entering the job market
stand a better chance of being conversant with what is required, instead of
expending more resources getting themselves up to speed. Being able to hit the
ground running is a big plus for a fresh
graduate.
Perhaps most importantly, a stand-

ardised accounting education will create
a better understanding among all members of the profession, and subsequently,
of the profession in the public eye. There
will be no contradictory practices as everyone will follow the same curriculum.
The icing on the cake will be the networking that results when people learn
together; and the cherry on the icing will
be the ease and expediency of discussion
of matters that could affect national productivity and competitiveness. If we want
to move forward, everyone will definitely need to be on the same page. n

Far-reaching
consequences

As all elements of a hub fall into their
designated slots, another consequence
begins to take shape: uniformity. With
more and more students availing themselves of the facilities, virtual or otherwise, of the hub, the profession in
general will find itself moving towards
better international integration, especially where convergence of standards
is concerned.
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Corporate Responsibility
in the context of the marketplace
Majella Gomes

The appropriate CSR policy needs to be in place,
and benchmarked by international best practices
if companies are to demonstrate good corporate
governance. However, an increasingly borderless
marketplace means that companies have a host
of complex and cross-border issues to contend
with if they intend to improve their corporate
social responsibility.

W

hether it is called
Corporate Responsibility
(CR) or Corporate
Social Responsibility
(CSR), the basic definition is the same: it is quintessentially the
responsibility of the corporate sector to
ensure sustainability through operating
in a socially and environmentally acceptable manner which balances the interests
of various stakeholders.
To a great extent, an organisation
has to be consumer-driven in that it
places the greater good over its own.
Recognising that sustainability begins
with the community, many companies
are starting to develop CSR programmes
that are not only beneficial, but have
long-term sustainability. Programmes
range from adoption of local schools
or causes, to sponsoring cross-border
or international projects that have farreaching implications on issues such as
climate change or global warming, to
community welfare work.
The move towards CR has also been

10
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spurred by official inter vention, such
as the introduction of Bursa Malaysia’s
CSR Framework in September 2006.
Since 2008, PLCs have also been
required to disclose their CSR activities. Whatever the motive for CR, the
aim is clear: organisations have to
show, in a transparent manner, that
they are putting their money where
their mouths are, which is another
positive step towards good corporate
governance.

lll
CSR Policy:
The Starting Point
Before getting started on CR initiatives,
the development of an appropriate CSR
policy is crucial. Before firming up
a commitment, do due diligence in
the market place. “Look at what others are saying,” urged Director for
CSR Asia Singapore, Marie Morice, at
“Corporate Responsibility Practices in
the Context of the Market Place”, part

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF THE MARKETPLACE

Recognising that sustainability begins with the community, many companies
are starting to develop CSR
programmes that are not only
beneficial, but have longterm sustainability.
of the Evening Talk on Corporate Governance
series held by Bursa Malaysia in collaboration with ACCA Malaysia. “Align your policy
with best practices in your industr y as well
as internationally. Publish a policy only if you
are prepared to implement it, and are able to
discuss it.”
Make sure you can defend your policy.
“You need to be accountable, and accountability means proving to stakeholders that you are
doing what you say you are,” she added. Some
companies may opt for independent consultation
or assessment, in which case there are several
bodies which can provide internationally-accepted guidelines, like the UN Global Compact, for
example.
Organisations which subscribe to the
Compact’s guidelines have to comply by several best practices, such as ensuring they are
not complicit in human rights abuses or the use
of child labour; not practicing discrimination in
the workplace; and fighting against all forms of
corruption, extortion and bribery. Businesses are
encouraged to file reports on their activities but if
found to be non-compliant, can be delisted from
the Global Compact.
Another body, the World Bank-related
International Finance Corporation, carries even
more clout. It not only helps investors find out
more about the businesses they want to invest in,
according to eight published criteria; companies
that perform according to its standards stand a
better chance of getting funding.

lll
Aim high
There are at present no international standards
for benchmarking corporate responsibility in the
manner of ISO 9002 or ISO 14000, but there is
ISO 26000, which offers guidelines for CR/CSR.
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A company’s CSR is primarily related to stakeholder engagement; it is thus important to
identify legitimate stakeholders, their priorities and demands, and how the company will
respond to these. Methodologies to deal with these should be worked out.
“This standard however is not for certification. It is purely aspirational and voluntary,” Morice explained. Introduced
in June 2005, it was originally scheduled
for implementation in 2008 but is yet to
garner global attention.
Although it has already drawn criticism and allegations that it is trying to
achieve too much in the current climate
of economic uncertainty, it is an attempt
to set a yardstick for companies which
do not have any standards to follow.
Acknowledging that the disparate nature
and enormity of current standards make
it difficult to follow any single standard
exclusively, she pointed out that the
advantage of the ISO 26000 is that it
capitalises on the ISO branding, which

12
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carries a certain significance and credibility in the market.
“Where there are no standards,
companies should actually aim higher,”
she said. “The calls for more transparent corporate governance and accountability have come in response to the
financial scandals in the past ten years.
There are more checks and balances
now; indeed, stakeholders today have
come to expect higher standards and
better accountability.”
But what exactly does good governance entail, from the public point of view?
To be perceived as having good governance, a company needs to convince its
stakeholders that it is accountable, transparent in all its dealings, responsive to the

needs of its shareholders and other stakeholder groups, is effective and efficient
in the way it operates, does not practice
discrimination, is inclusive in its policies
and obeys the law.

lll
Contemporary
complications
With globalisation, the task becomes even
more complicated. Where before there
were local regulations to deal with, there
are now international laws that if transgressed, may have serious implications
for businesses in several countries. As an
example, a few decades ago, the environment was largely a local issue. Today,

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF THE MARKETPLACE

banks on one continent will not fund companies on another continent if the companies’ subsidiaries on a third continent are
found to have polluted the environment.
Another case in point: if an international brand proclaims a policy of
non-discrimination, can its business
partners be censured for specifying
only male workers for a particular job,
even if such a move is culturally appropriate for that countr y? Or if an MNC
claims its jobs are for workers from any
age group, can its foreign subsidiaries
specify that a similar position is only
for those aged 18 to 25? The issues
are varied and positively dizzying in
their diversity. There are even issues
within issues; “economic, cultural and
social rights” may include the rights
of minorities, women’s rights, cultural
and religious diversity and exploitation
of children. “Community rights” may
cover indigenous rights, gender equality, migrant workers, the physically disabled and trafficking of labour. Beyond
all these, there are local and international labour practices to consider, as
well as fair operating practices and consumer issues; and also the negative or
positive impact that CSR programmes
will make on the community.

lll
Practical
considerations
“Companies cannot exist in a vacuum,”
Morice stated. “They have to interact with
other parties if they want to survive. The
bigger they are, the greater the number
of stakeholders they have. Their programmes cannot be purely for cosmetic
value. They very likely have subsidiaries
in other countries; therefore more eyes
are on them.”
One problem that appears peculiar
to Asia is that almost 70% of the biggest
companies are family-owned or controlled by family groupings. Contributing to
the difficulty arising from such situations
is the lack of competent independent
directors to check and balance the dominant shareholder group which inevitably

tends towards self-interest at the expense
of minority shareholders.
Also, how is corruption defined
within these contexts? Ordinarily, corruption by way of bribes, fraud, cronyism, money laundering, extortion,
protection money, illegal information
brokering and political contributions,
is easy enough to identify. But if a business makes a donation to a project, do
they ask exactly what the money will be
used for, and do they diligently follow
up to ensure strict adherence to the
guidelines?

not have CSR.”
Good governance and transparency filters right through to the supply
chain as well. Monitoring is necessary to
ensure suppliers are maintaining standards. Many multinationals especially
find that suppliers are the weak link,
particularly when suppliers themselves
outsource to other contractors and policing along the supply chain becomes less
vigilant as a result.
Sometimes even the smallest
infringement in a workshop thousands
of miles away, can impact adversely on

Many multinationals especially find that suppliers are the
weak link, particularly when suppliers themselves outsource to other contractors and policing along the supply
chain becomes less vigilant as a result.
A company’s CSR is primarily related
to stakeholder engagement; it is thus
important to identify legitimate stakeholders, their priorities and demands, and
how the company will respond to these.
Methodologies to deal with these should
be worked out. It is just as important
to identify stakeholders’ concerns and
which ones the company can deal with.
There may be some that the organisation, with its limited resources, cannot
address, or that cannot be sustainably
dealt with in the long term.

lll
When responding equals
good governance
Stakeholder engagement creates stakeholder expectations. “You need to explain
what is going to be done and what isn’t,
in an open way to build trust,” Morice
said. “There should be proper methodology in place to ensure scientific or
quantifiable outcomes from stakeholder
dialogue, so that effective partnerships
can be built. But really, if you have no
stakeholder dialogue, you effectively do

their brand. For instance, if child labour
is even suspected in the production of
Nike or Adidas items, it casts aspersions on their highly visible brands.
Similarly, if Toyota or Honda has reason to recall their vehicles because of
defective parts supplied by manufacturers from other countries, their share
value will be affected, and they will be
answerable to their shareholders as
well as the various stakeholders.
As all parties move towards a common platform where issues can be
discussed, the key word may well be
“engagement” – but with it come various
other elements like appropriate training
for management and workers, proper
planning and communication between
business partners, and redeployment of
already limited resources.
Morice conceded that Malaysian
regulators are doing a good job, but
reiterated that enforcement and compliance need tightening. Like so many
other business elements, CR is ultimately about money. Good corporate governance promotes the right climate for
investment. n
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Post-Dubai,

whither Islamic Finance?
Islamic finance’s billing as a safe haven in the wake of the
Dubai World debacle is under scrutiny.

D

ubai World unnerved global
markets on 25 November
2009 when it announced it
was seeking a reprieve on
repaying $26 billion in debt linked to
its main property units Nakheel and
Limitless World. It eventually staved off
default on a $4.1 billion Islamic bond
linked to Nakheel after a last-minute
bailout from Abu Dhabi, Dubai’s sister
emirate in the United Arab Emirates.
Worryingly, the Dubai World debt
crisis has brought to the fore some key
concerns in global Islamic finance such
as the underlying risks of the products,
the robustness of the legal framework,
and the enhanced role that regulators
should play.
The Dubai debt crisis, coupled with
more expensive borrowing costs as
investors become less risk-tolerant,
could also weigh down interest in sukuk
in the key Gulf region. Reuters reported
that Saudi real estate developer Dar Al
Arkan, in the market for a sukuk priced
at about $500 million, has found it difficult to attract interest in what is billed
as the first international issue from the
Gulf Arab region in 2010.
Although Dubai might be the only
Islamic finance market in trouble, the
contagion effect means that lack of
confidence could also taint other markets, including the UK, the West’s most
sophisticated Islamic finance market,
as well as Malaysia, regarded as a global leader and an Asia-Pacific hub for
Islamic finance. In France, attempts to
14
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launch a corporate sukuk were stymied
after the French Constitutional Court
challenged legislation that would have
legalised Islamic financial instruments,
but this could also be linked to prevailing anti-Islamic sentiment and not just
weakness in Islamic financial markets.
A recent Reuters poll estimated that
global sukuk issuance could fall this year
from the 2009 levels, especially in the
beleaguered Gulf Arab region, affecting
the global $1 trillion industry. Likewise,
Islamic finance experts conceded that
the market for issuance of sukuk in the
UK and Europe is labouring to reach
former levels in the wake of the Dubai
World standoff and as conventional
financing makes a comeback.
What are the remedies that need
to be put in place if the global Islamic
finance industry is to regain its momentum and lustre as a growth industry and
success story?
One key area that needs to be
addressed is legal safeguards and
recourse for creditors and investors.
Currently, global Islamic finance is governed by a hotchpotch of regulations in
different jurisdictions, while the diversity of opinions among central banks,
standard-setting bodies and Shariah
scholars do not lend confidence. The
lack of transparency and clarity in the
Dubai World debt standstill since news
first broke in November is a salient lesson. There have been various anecdotes
of debtors hanging up on creditors and
blaming faulty phone lines, and reports

Post-Dubai, Whither Islamic Finance?

of breakdowns in restructuring talks. Last
heard in February news reports, Dubai
World offered 60 cents to the dollar to its
lenders in return for a sovereign guarantee
of repayment in seven years or by 2017.
An alternative restructuring plan includes
full payment, but 40 per cent would consist of assets in Nakheel, Dubai World’s
embattled property developer which owns
The Palm and The World developments.
This offer carries no sovereign guarantee.
Understandably, neither option – the haircut or being paid in devalued real estate
assets - appeals to the creditors.
The crisis is worsened because there
is no clarity as to who are the legally

you need to examine if they carry the same
risk profile,” Philip Thorpe, chief executive of Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory
Authority, said in a recent Reuters report.
“If you go into any form of investment
without asking fairly basic questions, you
will bear the consequences when things
go bad. There was a lot of excitement over
Islamic financial products, but not a lot of
research.”
Spurred by Dubai World, these urgent
issues must be brought forward onto the
agenda for urgent reform if the status of
global Islamic finance as a competitive
form of financial intermediation is to be
sustainable and strengthened. Perhaps it

ices industry. Last but certainly not least,
strong corporate governance and oversight in the form of Bank Negara Malaysia
as the sector’s regulator lends credibility
and confidence to stakeholders.
More recently, there has been a push
to establish Malaysia as an International
Islamic Financial Centre through liberalisation and cross-border linkages. The
dynamic liberalisation in the Islamic financial services industry has increased foreign presence and participation and the
diversity of players in Malaysia’s Islamic
financial system. The Malaysian bond
market has also been liberalised to enable
foreign entities to raise ringgit and for-

Currently, global Islamic finance is governed by a hotchpotch
of regulations in different jurisdictions, while the diversity
of opinions among central banks, standard-setting bodies
and Shariah scholars do not lend confidence. The lack of
transparency and clarity in the Dubai World debt standstill
since news first broke in November is a salient lesson.
competent authorities holding jurisdiction.
“While Nakheel 2009 was governed by
English law, the entity is in Dubai and so
are the assets, so to the extent an English
judgement is delivered, investors would
need to get it recognised and enforced in
Dubai,” said Sonya van de Graaff, a partner
at law firm Brown Rudnick, at the Reuters
Islamic Banking and Finance Summit. But
there is no guarantee that a Dubai court
will enforce an English judgement.
Apart from legal ramifications, a lesson that should have been learnt from
conventional banking and finance is that
regardless of the product’s “inherent safety”, there needs to be depth and breadth
of understanding of the underlying risks.
All along, sukuk has been touted as being
safer than conventional products since it
is asset-backed. “It’s a myth for anyone to
assume anything about financial products,
including Islamic finance. There is some
assumption that some of it is cosmetically more comforting, but when so many
Islamic instruments are now trying to
mimic the effect of conventional products,

would be worthwhile for aspiring financial
centres to look to Malaysia’s robust model
of Islamic finance for guidance on reform
measures.
Already, Malaysia has had three decades of experience in Islamic finance, during which it has developed a comprehensive Islamic financial system that operates
in parallel to the conventional system, and
irons out many of the issues highlighted
by the Dubai World debacle.
For instance, Malaysia’s supporting
legal framework includes a dedicated legislation that takes into account the unique
principles of Islamic contracts. The legal
infrastructure also includes the court system and arbitration mechanism to resolve
disputes to ensure that contracts relating
to Islamic financial transactions are effectively enforced. Importantly, tax reforms
have been undertaken to accord neutrality in treatment between conventional
and Islamic financial products. The establishment of a national central Shariah
Council ensures harmonisation of Shariah
decisions in the Islamic financial serv-

eign-denominated funds in the domestic
market.
Lately, Malaysia’s solid reputation in
Islamic finance has seen other markets
– such as Hong Kong and South Korea
- leveraging our expertise in win-win
partnerships that strengthen economic
and financial inter-linkages and promote
greater trade and investment across borders. Despite global economic turmoil,
Malaysia’s robust Islamic finance model is
bucking the odds and entering an accelerated phase of development as it becomes
more integrated with the international
financial system. n
Islamic finance will be a key plenary session at the World Congress of Accountants
(WCOA) to be held in Kuala Lumpur
from 8 – 11 November 2010. As an
International Islamic Financial Centre
and a world leader in sukuk, Malaysia
offers its own unique perspectives on reviving faith in Islamic finance that will be
insightful to accountants as part of the
global business value chain.
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Getting measurements and values wrong
has taken us to the point where the planet’s
survival is at risk
John Gibbons, The Irish Times

th

Is grow
correctly measured?
Saravanan Ramasamy

Indonesia was
reported to grow
between 4.5 to 5 per
cent in the fourth
quarter of 2009
from a year ago. The
question here is: can
this growth reach the
vast majority of the
population?
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A

lot of things can grow and
they indeed do. How do we
know whether the growth is
good or not unless we know
exactly what it entails? In the
context of economic growth, spending is
generally perceived to be a catalyst for
growth. The recent surge in governmentsponsored stimulus packages and various
incentives to spur spending are living
evidence for this perception. However, in
reality, spending money does not necessarily mean that life is going to be better.
Growth of a country is often associated with the gross domestic product
(GDP) of the nation. In reference to
an expanding economy, a big assumption here is that people actually do get
something for the money they spend.
However, GDP’s broad supremacy is not
without its critics who claim that, from
the onset, GDP was never meant to be the
measure of our well-being. They claim
that it is only the measure of our production. Literally speaking, it represents
the total value of the goods and services

produced within the national borders in a
given year. To an extent, it would not be
far-fetched to say that there is a tendency
for policy makers to disguise economic
challenges with headline GDP growth
rates. A scenario where GDP is increasing, yet families get poorer and personal
debt spirals upwards is not unheard of.
For example, The Irish Times recently
reported that between 2000 and 2008,
GDP in the US rose steadily while, in the
same period, the US census data recorded
a decline in American household income
of about 4 per cent. Likewise in Asia, we
witnessed the same sentiment. Indonesia
was reported to grow between 4.5 to 5
per cent in the fourth quarter of 2009
from a year ago. The question here is:
can this growth reach the vast majority of the population? The Jakarta Post
recently reported that about a third of
Indonesia’s 100 million workforce is either
unemployed or partially employed and
about half of the country’s population of
240 million earns less than US$2 a day.
Meanwhile, China has been recording

Is growth correctly measured?

robust growth rates over the past 10 years,
mainly due to reformist policy makers giving the highest priority to the achievement
of rapid economic growth. But can the
growth rate per se save the entire nation
from a possible crash, which is seen to
be increasingly looming chiefly driven
by China’s reliance on an undervalued
currency and a huge trade surplus? Have
the policy objectives moved in the direction of creating a ‘harmonious society’?
Indeed, as reported by John Knight and
Ramani Gunatilaka in their 2009 seminar

paper entitled ‘Does Economic Growth in
China Raise Happiness?’ the ratio of urban
to rural household income per capita in
China has exceeded 2 to 1 throughout the
period of economic reform. According to
Michael Spence, the 2001 Nobel Laureate
in Economics, the current household
income in China which is approximately
60 per cent of the national income must
rise. On the other hand, according to
Spence, the current household saving
rate which is close to 30 per cent of disposable income must be reduced. The
former is said to be low and the latter to
be high and this needs to be balanced in
the pursuit of China achieving top-line
GDP growth.

But can the growth
rate per se save the
entire nation from
a possible crash,
which is seen to be
increasingly looming
chiefly driven by
China’s reliance on an
undervalued currency
and a huge trade
surplus?
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Is growth correctly measured?

...OECD is indeed
looking to create
more reliable metrics
for measuring
change in our
health, education
and environment,
focusing on many
ways that human
beings make
themselves better off
or worse off.
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Achieving high growth rates is definitely
hard to resist since the growth rate provides
the possible path for an economy to ascend
to the next league in either the World Bank’s
or Organisation for Economic Co-Operation
and Development (OECD’s) classification
of economies. As a result, less developed
countries will be motivated to undertake
rapid growth regardless of the environmental
costs. For these economies, state-provided
healthcare and education or unpaid child care
provided by parents are not ‘critical’ more
so when the value of these services are not
included in the GDP calculation.
While critics may not favour GDP being
the sole yardstick of economic growth, the
problem is that GDP is an established benchmark, deeply rooted in the economic fraternity for a long time now. Thus, the question
at this juncture is whether economists and
policy makers alike can accept a wider range
of measures, incorporating environmental
and social factors? If the above is possible,
will this paradigm shift encourage more sustainable and environmentally-friendly development? According to Nobel-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz, society ought to adjust
its policies to target goals other than just
economic growth and it is appropriate to sacrifice performance of the top-line GDP figure
for the sake of other goals, like reductions
in income inequality or carbon emissions.

Stiglitz, being a strong critic of GDP himself, recently claimed that ‘what we measure
affects what we do and if our measurements
are flawed, decisions may be distorted’.
In the wake of these critics, it is encouraging to know that the OECD is indeed looking
to create more reliable metrics for measuring
change in our health, education and environment, focusing on many ways that human
beings make themselves better off or worse
off. The OECD’s global project on ‘Measuring
the Progress of Societies’ was hosted in Korea
last November during its third World Forum
on Statistics, Knowledge, and Policy with the
aim to foster development of sets of key economic, social and environmental indicators to
provide a comprehensive picture of how the
well-being of a society is evolving. The Forum
witnessed over 1900 participants, 200 speakers, 59 countries, making it the largest conference ever hosted by the OECD. The intent of
the Forum is definitely not to “kill GDP” but
rather act as a stepping stone towards achieving a broader yet better set of indexes. ‘Green
GDP’ may very well be one of the indexes to
look out for. n

Saravanan Ramasamy has a Master’s degree
in economics from the National University
of Singapore. He can be contacted at sr_
vanan@yahoo.co.uk
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Setting the Stage for Success:

Building the Leadership
Skills that Matter
J. Evelyn Orr and Kathleen Sack

T

he current economic environment has ushered in new
expectations for leaders – from
increased scope of responsibility to heavier workloads to
making decisions in more ambiguous
conditions. Have these different expectations affected the set of skills that make
a great leader? In this paper we will
explore whether certain leadership competencies are increasing or decreasing in
importance and skill level in the current
economic climate. In addition, based on
our analysis of the data, we will provide
a perspective on the leadership skills that
could matter most for leadership development in the coming year.
The recent turbulence in the marketplace has shaken things up in many
organisations. It’s worth paying attention to the noticeable shifts that have
occurred. Leaders who were previously
successful with their approach may be
finding that they need to alter how they
lead to get results in this new environment. In general, leadership skills
that have always been important are still
important today. However, our research
suggests that some leadership skills are
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emerging as even more important. With
limited time and resources, how will
you focus your organisation’s leadership
development efforts in the areas that
matter most?
ll

A snapshot in time
If we were to take a snapshot of leadership during this uniquely challenging
economic climate, what would we see?
The 2009 Leadership Architect® Global
Normative Study focuses on data collected over a one year period, from April
2008 through May 2009 (Dai, Tang, and
De Meuse, 2009). During this period,
7,575 leaders across regions, industries,
job functions and levels were rated on
skill for the 67 Leadership Architect®
competencies in the VOICES® 360° multirater survey. For 6,155 of those leaders,
raters also assessed how important the
leadership competencies are for success
in their job.
Overall, leaders’ skill levels have
remained fairly stable when we compare
the rank order in this study to past normative studies from 2006 (r=0.97) and
2003 (r= 0.94). Importance ratings are

also fairly stable when compared with
2006 (r=0.98) and 2003 (r= 0.94).
However, several key themes emerge
when we take a closer look at how leadership competencies have shifted in rank
order – both in terms of skill level and perceived importance. Noting the competencies that show an increase or decrease in
rank order compared to the 2003 normative study gives us a sense of the changing
landscape. Specifically, we can see which
competencies raters are perceived to be
even more important today. But that does
not provide us with the total picture.
Eichinger and Lombardo (2002) state
that raters accurately predict the competencies critical to success about 60% of
the time. The margin of error needs to
be addressed with another set of data.
Research conducted at Lominger has
defined a core set of leadership competencies that correlate with performance
and potential. Furthermore, the competencies most related to performance and
potential vary by level. In other words,
what matters most for an executive is
often different from what matters most
for an individual contributor. Combining
what we know about the competencies

Building the Leadership
Skills that Matter

head off a potential brain drain.
Overall, importance ratings show
an increased emphasis on the ability to
operate the business and execute work
effectively in a challenging environment.
Complex decision-making and innovation
show a decrease in importance ratings.
Getting the work done by developing
others, carefully tracking progress, and
managing resources and processes efficiently have all increased in importance.
However, it’s not just about execution,
there is increased emphasis on leaders’
ability to be courageous and manage
conflict – all while remaining patient,
approachable team builders. Sounds like
a tall order.
ll

Focusing Leadership
Development Efforts

raters perceive to be important as well
as the competencies our research links
to performance and potential provides
us with a more complete analysis of what
leadership skills matter most. Before we
dive into the specifics for the executive,
manager, and individual contributors levels, let us first review our findings at a
high level.
The data reveal
that some leadership
skills are increasing
in importance and
leaders’ skill level
is keeping in step.
Leaders are proving themselves to
be master problem
solvers during these
tough times. They
seem to be willing to
encounter and learn
from challenges and
high stakes situations. And they appear to recognise the
importance of bringing others along as
they lead people through tough situations
in a determined and courageous way.
Our research indicates that other

critical leadership skills are either
undervalued or low in skill. Leaders
are lacking a creative spark – the ability
to incubate new ideas that could transform the business landscape. Creativity
and Innovation Management are being
drowned out by the play it safe, hunker
down in a crisis, risk averse mode of
operating. Along with the lack of creativity, there seems to
be a lack of inspiration.
Leaders are not helping
employees focus on why
what they are doing matters. Of course, employees are appreciative to
have a paycheck. But as
the job market opens up,
it will take more than
benefits and compensation to motivate employees to stay. In a recent
poll, 65% of senior executives were “highly” or
“very highly” concerned that high potentials and leadership will leave once the
economy turns (Billington and Korver
Swanson, 2009). How leaders begin to
engage and inspire the organisation can

Getting the work
done by developing
others, carefully
tracking progress,
and managing
resources and
processes efficiently
have all increased in
importance.

So, what leadership skills need immediate attention? Let’s take a closer look at
how you can focus leadership development efforts for executives, managers,
and individual contributors.
As discussed earlier, leadership competencies that correlate with performance and potential may or may not be perceived to be important - sometimes they
are overlooked and undervalued. People
may not immediately buy into the value
of these competencies. They are hidden
gems. Other leadership competencies are
already recognised as highly important.
Raters have ranked them in the top third.
No convincing is required to get people
on board with the importance of these
skills.
Skill level varies for competencies
deemed to be important by research,
raters, or both. Competencies rated low
in skill are in low supply in the general population. These are the competencies that will differentiate an individual
and create competitive advantage for an
organisation. It may be tempting to rest
easy on the leadership competencies that
show up in the top third of skill ratings,
however, if importance is increasing, or
if skill is slipping slightly, these areas
require some attention.
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Building the Leadership
Skills that Matter for
Executives
How are executives doing overall? As we
would suspect, their skill ratings are higher than those of managers or individual
contributors. That’s good news for those
of us who want to trust and follow the leaders in our organisation. The other good
news is that the executive skill set appears
relatively well matched to the job. To judge
the degree of alignment between skills
and the job, we looked at low, middle, and
high skill ratings and mapped those to low,
middle, and high importance ratings. Over
57% of the time (38 out of 67 competencies) executives’ level of skill matched the
level of importance. For example, Problem
Solving was rated high in importance and
high in skill whereas Personal Disclosure
was rated low in importance and low in
skill. What about the other 29 competencies where the skill level
is not perfectly matched
to the degree of importance? Let’s take a
closer look at where to
focus executive leadership development.
ll Leveraged
Strengths

HIGHER

Untapped Strengths
Leaders possess these strengths
which correlate with performance
and potential, but many people don’t
perceive these skills to be important.
Raise awareness and leverage
these valuable skills.

Leveraged Strengths
Leaders are strong and need to
maintain or improve their competence
in these increasingly important skills.
Build on these strengths.

Hidden Differentiators
If we took the time to value and
develop these skills, leaders could
stand out from the crowd and
create competitive advantage for the
organisation. Get buy-in and develop
these differentiators.

Known Differentiators
These skills are increasingly important,
but leaders are low or average in
these areas and need development.
Develop these differentiators.

Important but Undervalued…

Important and Valued…

Important
other skills such as Problem Solving and
Perspective can help leaders avoid poor
judgement.
Two emerging strengths for leaders that are increasingly important are
Dealing with Ambiguity and Perspective.
Taking a broad view
of an issue, projecting it into the future
(even though the
future is more uncertain than ever), and
taking action without
the total picture is a
daily
requirement
for most executives.
These skills are moderately hard to develop, but with all the
practice of late, executives are showing
improvement.

In order to be
competitive, it’s
time to move out of
crisis management
and begin to value
innovation and the
creative process
once again.

The increased importance
of
Problem
Solving and Decision Quality is a testament to how people are looking to
executives for leadership in tough times.
Executives are expected to find solutions,
provide decisive direction in a crisis, and
tackle challenges with fervour. Problem
Solving skills are strong and trending
up. On the other hand, Decision Quality,
while still ranked in the top third of
executives’ skills, has decreased in skill.
Complementing decision-making with
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SKILLS

ll

Table 1

LOWER

The table below illustrates how you
can address strengths and weaknesses
for important leadership skills that may
or may not be seen as important by the
organisation.
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ll Known Differentiators
As mentioned above, leaders seem to be
courageously facing up to problems. For
executives, Managerial Courage is highly
important and moving up in rank order,
while skill is average and trending up.
Getting executives to speak up about and

deal with things that are not going well
will be critical to getting the business
back on track.
A very strong theme in the data is
the need for executives to inspire people.
If a leader can frame up the mission and
vision for the organisation, articulate how
people’s activities or skills fit into that
picture, and engender trust and hope in
ambiguous times, then employees will be
more engaged and more likely to expend
extra effort to achieve the organisation’s
goals. Raters have cast their vote and
Managing Vision and Purpose are among
the most important skills for executives
but remains low in skill. Motivating
Others, already low in skill, has dipped
8 spots in rank order of skill. If there is
one area that leaders need to focus on,
this is it. And for organisations that fear
losing talented employees once the recovery begins, the sooner leaders begin to
inspire them, the better.
ll Untapped Strengths
People see that executives are strong in
Learning on the Fly, but they do not see
how it contributes to success. Being open
to change, willing to experiment, and

Building the Leadership Skills that Matter

Table 2

Untapped Strengths
Learning on the Fly

Leveraged Strengths
Dealing with Ambiguity
Decision Quality
Perspective
Problem Solving

Hidden Differentiators
Creativity
Innovation Management

Known Differentiators
Managerial Courage
Managing Vision and Purpose
Motivating Others

Important but Undervalued…

Important and Valued…

LOWER

SKILLS

HIGHER

Executives: Important Leadership Skills

Important

eager to learn from new experiences may
be undervalued but it is correlated with
performance and potential. Learning on
the Fly is the difference between being
stumped, frustrated, or bailing out versus
being solution-oriented when faced with a
seemingly insurmountable problem.
ll Hidden differentiators
Creativity and Innovation Management are
two skills that we know correlate with high
performance, but these have decreased in
both skill and perceived importance since
2003. In order to be competitive, it’s time
to move out of crisis management and
begin to value innovation and the creative
process once again. These skills won’t be
luxuries – they will be critical success factors and possibly a matter of survival for
organisations in the next couple of years.
ll

Building the Leadership
Skills that Matter for
Managers
For managers’ leadership competencies,
the level of skill aligns with the level of
importance 51% of the time. This suggests
that there is some room for improvement.

Managers are transitioning from doing
the work themselves to getting results
through others which requires a lot of
new skills. Many of managers’ development opportunities are concentrated
in the themes of Getting Work Done
Through Others, Dealing with Trouble,
and Inspiring Others.
ll Leveraged Strengths
Taking initiative, having strong business
sense, and an unwillingness to give up are
sought after skills at the manager level.
These are among managers’ top skills,
and any increase in these skills will help
managers continue to meet and exceed
expectations. Action Oriented, Business
Acumen, and Perseverance are ranked
higher in importance by 7, 12, and 5 spots
respectively.
Deepening awareness of personal and
corporate ethics and values will enable
managers to make decisions and take
actions in a consciously principled manner. It is increasingly important that
managers model ethics and values to
reinforce the organisation’s standard of
conduct. To be considered talented in
this area, managers need to be able to

deal with close calls or paradoxical issues
as well as speak up when they notice anything inconsistent. Ethics and Values rose
in rank order of importance by 14 spots at
the manager level.
ll Known Differentiators
In times of uncertainty and dwindling
resources, keeping employees engaged,
motivated, and working together to
accomplish business objectives is increasingly important. Managers have a lot of
work to do in this area. Motivating Others,
Managing Vision and Purpose, and
Building Effective Teams are all ranked
high in importance but are among the low
end of managers’ skills. Managers need
to develop the ability to inspire others
for success in their current role. Moving
to the executive level, the importance of
these skills only increases.
Command Skills and Conflict
Management have both increased in
importance. Some might say that being
able to take the heat, take unpopular
stands, and deal directly with conflicts
are innate qualities or depend on an
individual’s personality. But these skills
can be developed. Managers are average
and improving in their ability to lead in a
crisis, face adversity and facilitate tough
debate. Managers need more practice
managing conflict, however. The ability
to address conflict directly and use it as
an opportunity to facilitate productive dialogue and find common ground is something that can be taught and learned.
Decisions are made today with more
ambiguity and higher stakes. Making
quick decisions showed a slight decrease
in importance while skill remained static.
Decision Quality, on the other hand, was
rated highly important but decreased in
skill (by 11 spots). Managers who master
balancing decision making so that it is
both speedy and sound will have found
the golden ticket.
Developing Direct Reports and
Others continues to be one of the lowest ranked skills. It’s not hard to make a
case for improving this – managers who
develop people fuel the talent pipeline for
the entire organisation.
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Table 3

Self-Development correlates with performance and potential at the manager level though it is not perceived
to be important. Being skilled at SelfDevelopment involves a strong commitment to self-improvement and active
effort toward using strengths and making up for weaknesses. Managers tend to
be average at this, and we know that it is
moderately difficult to develop. However,
the simple act of acknowledging the value
of Self-Development can provide managers with more opportunities to put this
critical skill into practice.
Time Management is considered
important by raters, but both importance and skill have dropped since 2003.
Currently, managers are compensating
by compromising their work/life balance
(this skill has decreased in rank order
by 26 spots). With resources diminished
and expectations for productivity increasing – managers will have to leverage
their ability to manage their time and set
priorities.

Managers: Important Leadership Skills

ll Hidden differentiators
Taking a broad view and drawing on a
variety of topics to pull together something new and original are skills that
would provide competitive advantage to
an organisation. Both Perspective and
Creativity are undervalued at this level,
and managers’ ability to be creative has
slipped by 12 spots in rank order of skill.
Understandably, managers have been
heads-down and focused on the shortterm tactical picture lately. But it’s time to
look up and look around to spark ideas for
the next innovative idea or product.
ll

Building the Leadership
Skills that Matter for
Individual Contributors
Providing some leadership development for individual contributors can be
a critical component to an organisation’s
learning and development and succession strategies. Remember, individual
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Untapped Strengths
Self-Development
Time Management

Leveraged Strengths
Action Oriented
Business Acumen*
Ethics and Values
Perseverance

Hidden Differentiators
Creativity*
Perspective*

Known Differentiators
Building Effective Teams
Command Skills*
Conflict Management
Decision Quality*
Developing Direct Reports
and Others
Managing Vision and Purpose*
Motivating Others*

Important but Undervalued…

Important and Valued…

LOWER

SKILLS

HIGHER

ll Untapped Strengths

Important
* Develop now to prepare for executive level roles.

contributors are future leaders of the
organisation – they just happen to be in
the early stages of their career, or for
seasoned professionals, they just happen
to not have direct reports at the moment.
Individual contributors’ skill set is
a 45% match to what’s
critical for their role.
One encouraging finding is that individual
contributors are rated
at least moderate to
highly skilled at competencies that are highest
in importance. There’s
plenty to work on, however. This is the talent
pool of individuals who
will be taking on leadership roles with fewer
years of experience than their predecessors. Start developing them early in areas
that will continue to be important as they
move up in the organisation.

They don’t hesitate to take action, they
persevere when it would be easier to give
up, and they are focused on getting results.
On top of it all, they’re doing a great job of
Process Management (which increased in
both importance and skill) by efficiently
coordinating resources and work flow.
Individual contributors are expected
to be very skilled in
Ethics and Values,
which rose 20 spots
in rank order of
importance. Similar
to managers, they
need to clarify and be
conscious of their personal values as well
as the values of the
organisation. The ability to state the values
and standards they hold will enable them
to apply them and speak up in situations
that need careful ethical consideration.

ll Leveraged Strengths

ll Known Differentiators

Individual contributors make a strong
showing in the area of Energy and Drive.

Where do individual contributors need to
focus their development? Some areas will

Motivating Others
or influencing
without authority
is important for
individual contributors
and continues to
be important at
higher levels in the
organisation.

Building the Leadership Skills that Matter

Table 4

Untapped Strengths
Creativity*

Leveraged Strengths
Action Oriented*
Drive for Results*
Ethics and Values*
Perseverance*
Process Management*

Hidden Differentiators
Sizing Up People
Managing Vision and Purpose*

Known Differentiators
Business Acumen*
Conflict Management*
Informing
Motivating Others*
Organising*
Planning
Strategic Agility*

Important but Undervalued…

Important and Valued…

LOWER

SKILLS

HIGHER

Individual Contributors: Important Leadership Skills

Important
* Develop now to prepare for manager and executive level roles.

reap immediate benefits and other areas
will benefit them later in their career.
For immediate impact, individuals should
focus on thinking ahead, scoping effort
and resource requirements to accomplish
specific objectives, and providing the right
information at the right time to people
who need to know. Planning and Strategic
Agility are important, but skill level is sliding and needs to be shored up. Informing
has jumped up 16 spots in importance
since 2003 which could be related to the
fast-paced but ambiguous environment in
which we are all operating.
Motivating Others or influencing without authority is important for individual
contributors and continues to be important at higher levels in the organisation.
And yet, all levels are weak in this area. So,
perhaps focusing on the development of
this differentiating competency early will
change the result later on when this group
takes on manager and executive roles.
Organising is trending up in skill, but
the level of skill doesn’t quite match the
degree of importance for this competency.
Doing more with less has become a way
of life. Organising is correlated with high

performance at all levels, so it makes sense
for individual contributors to improve their
ability to multi-task, find scarce resources
and reduce waste and re-work.
Other skills that increase in importance over the course of an individual’s
upwardly mobile career include:
• Business Acumen (increasing in
importance but trending down in skill
and correlated with performance at the
executive level)
• Conflict Management (increasing in
importance and correlated with performance at the manager level)
Addressing these with development
plans now will ensure that individuals
seek out and learn from the experiences
that test and build the skills that contribute to future success.
ll Untapped Strengths
For individual contributors, Creativity is
again under-valued as it is at the executive and manager levels. In fact, Creativity
has dropped 32 places in rank order of
importance. Knowing that it correlates
with performance and potential across

all levels creates a compelling case to
build awareness and appreciation for this
skill in the organisation and find ways to
encourage the generation of new ideas.
ll Hidden differentiators
Sizing Up People correlates with performance and potential at this level, but
individual contributors are not skilled at
observing people’s strengths and weaknesses or predicting how people will
perform in various situations. Noticing
people’s particular styles and talents can
help individuals navigate the differences
in order to get the best results. Moving
the needle on this skill will help individual contributors leverage colleagues’
diverse talents to get valuable work done.
Another differentiator to focus on
developing is Managing Vision and
Purpose. We’re not suggesting that individual contributors create the vision,
rather that they thoroughly understand
the vision, embrace it, and link their work
to the broader purpose. Strong ability in
this area will enable individual contributors to ask the right questions, think critically about their deliverables, and offer
better ways to achieve the results the
organisation is after.
ll

What you can do
In a recent poll, talent management professionals were asked which trends they
see as the greatest challenge to their talent acquisition efforts (Hallenbeck and
Connell, 2009). The top three responses
were:
#1 Internal resources will continue to
be stretched thin.
#2 Keeping the talent we need will be a
challenge.
#3 The requirements for success have
changed.
These challenges apply not only to
acquiring and placing the right talent
but also to developing talent. How can
you adjust your leadership development
approach in light of these challenges?
We’ve identified seven key approaches to
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consider as you implement your leadership development strategy.
ll Clearly state the company’s expec-

tations

Take the time to articulate what is necessar y for success and what is valued.
Providing leaders with the language to
describe the target skill set will help
them reflect on what they’re doing well
and where they’re falling short. Making
the target visible will help shape the
company culture, give people a way
to seek feedback, and set them up for
success. If you already have success
profiles or competency models in place,
review and refresh them to reflect the
current reality of what makes people
successful.
ll Focus your development investment
Budgets require us to look for alternatives to the traditional approach to
training and development. With time
and money in scarce supply, re-evaluate
the dollars and hours
spent on classroom
training for specific
skills. Consider providing some structure and
support around development initiatives that
become a natural part
of employees’ work
day. This could include
development conversations with managers, mentor assignments, action learning
opportunities, or thoughtfully matching
employees to projects and explaining
why. Whichever approach you pursue,
ensure that developing talent is not
eclipsed by the organisation’s focus on
surviving the downturn.

ll Tailor development to the individual
Let the individual seek out what they
need when they need it. This is a pull
model. What’s available if someone calls
up with a need? Will you have a resource
to point them to? How will you position
yourself as an invaluable business partner
who can support their development?
ll Frame work as development
Research strongly suggests that 70% of
development comes from experiences
where there is something at stake, where
success matters. Leaders are facing challenges today that are likely taking them
out of their comfort zone. The current
economic climate provides a work environment rich with development potential. Help
people see that and what’s in it for them.
ll Watch out for overload
Challenging experiences and assignments
are developmental, but when do they reach
the point of diminishing returns? If leaders sense that support
and empathy are nonexistent, the burn out
factor becomes very
real. Optimum learning happens when
the challenge is just
beyond the grasp
of the learner… not
when it’s a sink or
swim assignment that
is 10 steps beyond the
person’s capability.

Leaders are facing
challenges today
that are likely taking
them out of their
comfort zone. The
current economic
climate provides a
work environment
rich with development
potential.

ll Keep development relevant
No one has time for anything that isn’t
going to help them do their job better or
faster today. Make sure that you provide
skill building opportunities that are justin-time for on-the-job application.
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ll Be proactive
Business cycles are well documented. We
know that there will be boom and bust,
so don’t get caught off-guard. Build your
organisation’s resiliency by developing
leaders who can handle different economic
environments. It may be tempting to call
upon seasoned leaders who have successfully navigated through a similar crisis, but
consider strategically placing high potentials in high stakes situations. Providing
real development opportunities will build
your organisation’s bench strength and

help ensure long-term success.
The bad news / good news story
is that the very experiences that make
work stressful (high risk, high stakes,
the possibility of failure) are the same
experiences that develop leadership skills.
Carefully frame high stakes assignments
as opportunities for employees to develop
their leadership skills. Provide a place
where leaders can try things out, learn,
watch reactions and interactions, develop
theories and test them. This approach will
build the skills and confidence to prepare
them for the next level of leadership.
Albert Einstein said, “I never teach my
pupils. I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they can learn.” By leveraging the challenges you’re facing in the
recession and recovery, you can create the
conditions that will build the leadership
skills that matter most for the future. n
This article was first published in Credit
Suisse InFocus online.
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economy

liquidityrisk
it’s not just for banks

Liquidity risk is the risk
that a business will have
insufficient funds to meet
its financial commitments
in a timely manner. The
two key elements of
liquidity risk are short
term cash flow risk and
long term funding risk.
The long term funding
risk includes the risk
that loans may not be
available when the
business requires them
or that such funds will
not be available for
the required term or at
acceptable cost.

W

hile many businesses
would now be ver y
familiar with cash flow
risk, awareness of longterm funding risks is
also important. An inability to manage
either component of liquidity risk may
heighten the chances of the business
becoming insolvent.
Liquidity is dynamic and can change
according to both business and market
conditions. These conditions can be
both expected and unexpected, and will
give rise to the need to ensure adequate
liquidity to cover all events. Where a
business has adequate liquidity, there is
also the possibility of improved profitability through reduced interest expense or
increased interest income, together with
greater financial flexibility to negotiate
enhanced terms with suppliers and financiers and/or participate in new business
opportunities.
The sources of liquidity risk include:
n Seasonal fluctuations
n Unplanned reduction in revenue
n Business disruption
n Unplanned capital expenditure
n Maturing of financing facilities
n Inadequate or non-existent financing
facilities

Methods of measuring
liquidity risk
nn

Cash flow forecasting

Where a business is suffering a cash flow
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crisis or in the event that either business or market conditions remain volatile,
short term liquidity monitoring should
be considered. Where the business has
large volumes of daily cash flow transactions then the short term liquidity may
be managed by daily cash flow forecasts.
Where the daily cash flow volumes are
less, then weekly or at worst monthly
cash flow forecasting may be best suited.
Long term liquidity can be assessed by
a sensitivity analysis on the impact of
different strategies and external events/
shocks on the forecast.

Liquidity risk – it’s not just for banks

Where the business has large volumes of daily cash flow
transactions then the short term liquidity may be managed by
daily cash flow forecasts. Where the daily cash flow volumes
are less, then weekly or at worst monthly cash flow forecasting may
be best suited. Long term liquidity can be assessed by a sensitivity
analysis on the impact of different strategies and external
events/shocks on the forecast.

nn Financial

ratio analysis

Financial ratios can be used to identify key areas of liquidity risk. There are
three main categories of financial ratios
for liquidity risk being:

Indicators of operating cash flow, include:
• earnings before interest and tax (EBIT)
as a multiple of interest expense is an
indicator of the short term ability to
service debt
• debt to gross cash flow (operating profit
plus depreciation and deferrals) indi-

cates how many years of cash flow would
be required to repay all debt assuming
no new debt or equity raisings.

Ratios of liquidity:
• the acid or Quick Ratio, which indicates
the extent to which current liabilities
can be paid immediately out of liquid
assets (cash or cash equivalent)
• the current ratio, which compares the
book value of current assets with current liabilities. A ratio below 1: 1 needs
attention as it may indicate a shortage
of funds;

• the availability of undrawn banking
facilities as a percentage of current
liabilities, which indicates the existence
of a buffer in case of unexpected cash
requirements.

Financial strength (leverage):
The appropriate ratio of debt to total
funds (debt to equity) will depend on the
type of business and the nature of the
operations. Cash flow (revenue) quality,
consistency and reliability is a critical factor in determining an appropriate level of
gearing.
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nn Management

ratios

The management ratios that can be used
to assess working capital include:
• Days Debtors: Cash flow can be severely
impacted where the time taken to collect customer receipts exceeds the businesses standard payment terms offered
to customers.
• Days Creditors: Where the business is
paying earlier than the standard payment terms offered by creditors, then
this is utilising cash that could be otherwise deployed on business operations.
• Days Stock: This ratio can assist in
determining if the business is holding
large stock levels that are not being
utilised (hence tying up cash) and/or
aged stock.
nn Assessment of funding facilities
A thorough assessment of available funding may identify risks to the cash position
of the business. The key areas to assess
include:
• The extent the business relies on financing facilities
• Where there is more than one financing facility, the maturity profile of the
facilities
• Ensuring that not all financings mature
on the same date
• The ability of the business to raise additional equity
• The extent the business relies on only
one lender
• Strength of the relationships with lenders/shareholders/investors
• Availability of funds in extreme crisis conditions (e.g. Global Financial
Crisis)
• Are the financing facilities committed
or uncommitted
• Thorough review of loan requirements
or convenants to understand the trigger
points and subsequent consequences

Methods to manage
liquidity risk:
The main methods to manage liquidity
risk are not limited to cash flow forecasting, and include:
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Those responsible for managing cash flow
must have ready and timely access to
essential information from the rest of the
business in order to plan the optimal
use of the business’s cash flow
and any supplementary funding in
a cost efficient manner.
Cash Flow Forecasting - the regular cash
flow forecasts when compared to the
annual budget will highlight variances
from what was anticipated and prompt
corrective action to offset unfavourable
trends in availability of cash.
Those responsible for managing cash
flow must have ready and timely access to
essential information from the rest of the
business in order to plan the optimal use
of the business’s cash flow and any supplementary funding in a cost efficient manner.
Sensitivity analysis (stress test) will
indicate the effect on cash of fluctuations in business activity and facilitate the
development of emergency plans to offset
unexpected shortfalls in cash.

Optimising Working Capital - Management of cash flow will be facilitated if a clear
policy statement on the importance of cash
flow is communicated throughout the business and a cash consciousness is promoted
among all staff influencing the application
of cash resources.
Financing Facilities - Various forms of
financing available to the business will
have different conditions and costs that
must be considered in determining the
most appropriate mix of external funding
and equity.
The purpose and costs should reflect
short term needs, such as working capital, as well as long term needs for capital
expenditures and investments. Duration
of need, continual availability and conditions or covenants all need to be assessed
against the cost of each type of financing.
Where more than one financing facility is
utilised, then the maturity dates should

not fall on the same day, as this could
create risks in refinancing these facilities.
Financing facilities should be matched to
the purpose of the loan (i.e. where financing non-current assets, then the term of
the loan should match the useful life of
the asset).
Maintaining close relationships with
your bankers and keeping them fully
informed of the position of the business
(both financial and operational) and possible funding requirements will assist in
ensuring that loans will be available to
meet contingencies when required.
Where businesses are required to
offer collateral to their lender, the business must ensure that only the minimum
of assets are used as collateral and are
released as soon as possible.

Liquidity Buffer – For businesses that
experience regular or large cash flow
fluctuations, they should consider maintaining a liquidity buffer of high quality
liquid assets.
One of the reasons for managing
liquidity risk is to reduce the risk of having to take ‘knee-jerk’ reactions – for such
actions can have the affect of ‘spooking’
investors and other stakeholders into
believing such actions are because you
are under greater financial distress than
what you are, and they in turn take action
to protect their position (for example, sell
down their position in your business or
chase up debts with more vigour), thus
increasing any problems for you. n
This article was contributed by CPA
Australia. For more information, visit
www.cpaaustralia.com.au
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Applying IAS 41 in Malaysia
Mohamed Iskandar Thurrun Bhakir

Full convergence with International Financial Reporting Standards will
entail eventual compliance with IAS 41 Agriculture. The main concern in
applying IAS 41 is the fair valuation of Biological Assets.

A

study of 43 plantation entities
on Bursa Malaysia showed
that most companies disclose
biological assets separately
on the face of balance sheet
as required by FRS 101 – Presentation
of Financial Statements. However, very
few companies fair value their biological
assets, instead following the capital maintenance and amortisation methods under
the repealed MAS 8 – Accounting for PreCropping costs in determining their value.
One reason could
be that MASB ED
50 – Agriculture
which follows IAS
41 is yet to take
effect in Malaysia.
Dif ficulty
in
identifying
the
attributes of biological assets, the
cost of fair valuation, volatility and/
or the lack of relevant information
are some of the
concerns in implementing IAS 41, and companies are recommended to benchmark international
practices in applying fair value to biological assets in Malaysia. In Part 1 of this
two-part article, the writer looks at valuation methods under IAS 41.
The fair valuation of assets is not a
simple process because different types of
assets also differ in their nature. One of
the most controversial accounting standards, IAS 41 Agriculture which took effect

One of the most
controversial accounting
standards, IAS 41
Agriculture which took
effect for financial periods
beginning on or after
January 1 2003, defines
biological assets as living
animals or plants.
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Applying IAS 41 in Malaysia

for financial periods beginning on or
after January 1 2003, defines biological
assets as living animals or plants. IAS 41
requires biological assets to be measured
on initial recognition and at its fair value
less estimated point of sale costs at each
balance sheet date.
However, the agriculture industry is
very wide because it covers breeding
animals and plantations for food and their
produce or material. Types of animals
and plants are very much influenced by
geographical factors, and these different
types need to be valued using different
methods. Ultimately, the objective is to
determine the most appropriate fair value
as required by IAS 41.

Methods of valuation
According to IAS 41: paragraphs 15 to 24,
the fair value of biological assets can be
determined by grouping them according
to significant attributes, like age or quality, that are the basis for market pricing
(See Chart 1 for the fair value determination for biological assets).
The
first
step in fair value
determination
is to check the
existence of an
active
market
for the biological asset. IAS 41
stipulates that
an active market exists when
the items traded
within the market are homogeneous, willing buyers and
sellers can normally be found at any time,
and prices are available to the public. If
an active market exists for a particular
biological asset, IAS 41 suggests that
the quoted market price is used as the
appropriate basis in determining the fair
value of the biological asset. For example, the quoted price for consumable
biological assets is easily available in
the market, such as the price of animals
awaiting slaughter and vegetables. Their
significant attributes like age (in years

Fair Value
Determination
Active Market
Exists
Yes
One market
Market
quoted price

No market
determined price or value

Little biological transformation or the impact is
immaterial on price

No
More than one market
Most relevant
market quoted
price

• Most recent
market transaction price
• Market price for
similar asset,
and/or
• Sector benchmark

Present value of
expected net cash
flow from the
assets discounted
at a current market
determined pre-tax
rate

Cost

Chart 1
or days) would enable the determination
of fair value more accurately. However,
the quoted market price for bearer biological assets (e.g. long-term assets that
produce each year such as palm oil trees
and rubber trees) is not easily available,
since these are non-tradeable on the open
market.
Furthermore, a biological asset might
be traded in more than
one market. In such a
case, the quoted price
in the most relevant
market should be used
as the basis for determining fair value. The
quoted prices of different markets are not to
be averaged.
However, if an
active market does
not exist, the second
alternative is to use the
most recent market
transaction price (with the condition that
economic changes between the transaction date and the balance sheet date are
insignificant), the adjusted market prices
for similar assets, and/or sector benchmarks. One or more of these bases can
be used to arrive at the best estimation of
fair value. The recent market transaction
price information or the adjusted market
prices for similar assets are possibly available for all types of biological assets; however, there might not be any transaction
for specific types of biological assets in a

IAS 41 stipulates that
an active market exists
when the items traded
within the market are
homogeneous, willing
buyers and sellers can
normally be found at
any time, and prices are
available to the public.

recent reasonable time period.
The third alternative for fair value
determination prevails when marketdetermined prices or values may not
be available for a biological asset in its
present condition. In these circumstances, an enterprise uses the present value
of expected net cash flows from the asset
discounted at a current market-determined pre-tax rate in determining fair
value. This alternative would be most beneficial to estimate the fair value of bearer
biological assets because these assets do
not have value in their present condition
but they generate revenue more than
once or periodically in the future.
The last option for fair valuation is
the cost method. This option can only
be applied if little biological transformation has taken place since initial cost was
incurred, and the impact of the biological
transformation on price is immaterial.
IAS 41 lists fruit tree seedlings planted
immediately prior to a balance sheet date,
and initial growth in a 30-year pine plantation production cycle as examples. If the
market value is unavailable and the net
cash flows from the biological assets are
difficult to estimate, this method might
be applied. n
The writer holds a degree in accountancy
from the University of Malaya and currently works in Ernst & Young as an auditor in
Real Estate, Construction and Hospitality.
He can be contacted at: Mohamed-Iskandar.
Thurrun-Bhakir@my.ey.com.
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accountant roles
set to strengthen in 2010s
Calum Robson

Management
accountants will be
well placed over the next
ten years - if they can
overcome the many
challenges ahead, say
experts.

C

redit crunch hangovers will
Fine-tuning competencies
strengthen accountants’ roles as
Successful management accountants will have
business advisers over the next ten
a common set of attributes, said Tabor: “The
years, according to the International
accountant’s skill is both to chart the course
Federation of Accountants. Roger
an organisation has been following, and to
Tabor, chair of IFAC’s Professional Accountants
guide its future journey. Increasingly, they’ll be
in Business Committee, has said that accountexpected to complement technical knowledge
ants are well suited to contribute significantly to
and analytical mindsets with leadership and
recovery. “In many organisations, they’ll act as
personal relationship competences of a high
creators and enablers of value, providing pertiorder.”
nent advice that informs strategic decisions and
This entails being
achieves better results,” he
unafraid to come straight
said.
to the point, however
Peter Simons, techunwelcome the message.
nical specialist at CIMA,
“Accountants will someagreed saying he anticitimes have to tell bosses
pated that business
things they don’t wish to
accountants will shift
hear, requiring strength of
swiftly out of crisis mancharacter on both sides,”
agement mode: “During
said Tabor. “In hard times,
the recession, there was
though, organisations that
an emphasis on cashare prepared to hear and
flow and risk mitigation.
Roger Tabor, chair of IFAC’s
respond to bad news from
Looking ahead, they’ll
Professional Accountants in
trusted, internal sources
need to provide tactical
are more likely to succeed
Business
Committee
input on systems investthan those that are not.
ments, as well as centraliAnd when good times return, those same
sation initiatives, such as in-house or outvalues will restrain organisations from oversourced shared service centres. The underlystretching or misleading themselves.”
ing trend will be to become more influential
across the business.”
Becoming better informed
However Simons predicted that the relentless drive for greater efficiencies will continue
Simons predicted a need for better informain the 2010s. He said: “Globalisation and techtion over the next ten years, for both reportnological advances have helped drive down
ing and management information purposes,
the cost of finance functions. In the future,
along with closer business partnering. He
instead of simply questioning costs, managesaid that management accountants will be
ment accountants will be increasingly proacwell-placed to provide the information senior
tive in process improvements.”
managers need to capitalise on opportunities.

“Accountants will sometimes have to tell bosses things they don’t
wish to hear, requiring
strength of character
on both sides.”
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“They’ll need to identify relevant leading performance indicators, collecting
information on business processes and
customers, and taking external factors
into account,” he said. “They must be
champions of evidence-based decisionmaking – examining figures past and
present, testing the logic of various forecasts, and using their insight to enhance
performance management.”
Patrick Fenton, partner in KPMG’s
financial management advisory practice,
said the recession highlighted weaknesses
that had previously been masked, calling
for significant renewed investment. He
said: “Finance teams will have to take
more of a lead role in ensuring the right
information gets to the right people at the
right time. This will underpin their potential to do their jobs more effectively.”
Traditional techniques for forecasting
demand proved insufficient when the recession took hold, according to Nick Jarman,
partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers, who
advises clients on finance function effectiveness. “Many CFOs had to tear their
budgets up,” he said. “In future, management accountants will have to apply
more sophisticated thinking in predicting
performance. This might include taking
into account less obvious but more sector-specific indicators.”
Jarman said a number of CFOs had
found themselves faced with data that
was too poorly organised to offer any realistic insight, while others had plenty of
data but no sensible reporting methods.
“Greater co-operation between finance, IT
and the business will be needed, so that
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be non-statutory information, it will be of
increasing importance to a wide range of
stakeholders.”

Adding appeal to
careers

In future, management accountants will have to apply
more sophisticated thinking in predicting performance.
This might include taking into account less obvious but
more sector-specific indicators.
data strategy relates to actual requirements,” he said. He cited working capital
and cash reporting as examples of areas
where effective reporting tools had been
sorely missed.

Accounting for
corporate responsibility
Another strong theme for the next decade will be corporate social responsibility
(CSR). As organisations strive to boost
their CSR credentials, greater emphasis will be placed on measurement and
reporting, to give tangibility to good
intentions.
Tabor said the importance of environmental and social issues to both the suc36
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cess of organisations and external reporting will grow, with accountants inevitably
drawn closer in. He said: “‘Their distinctive contribution will be to ensure
integration of CSR issues - along with the
associated contribution of colleagues in
other departments - into organisational
strategy and objective setting; and into
mainstream reporting processes.”
Indeed, the coming decade will see
finance teams assuming greater responsibility for reporting outside traditional
domains, predicted Fenton: “The challenge for management accountants will be
to define sustainability data and its associated processes, and to collaborate with
other functions to help business leaders
make better decisions. Although it may

Management accounting careers may
look somewhat different by the end of
the coming decade. “There’s definitely
a trend towards business intelligence
providing management information,” said
Simons. “Commercial accountants will
need to combine accounting expertise
with business understanding and influencing skills. Management accountants
have traditionally trained in accounts,
before progressing to financial or commercial roles,” he said. “That may no
longer be the norm, with reporting and
back office functions separating out from
the front line. Accountants will be focused
on management – which is a more interesting proposition than one based on
transaction processing.”
The accounting profession has been
increasingly vocal in claiming eligibility for CEO roles. Influencing skills will
still be crucial – but Tabor warned that
CEOs also require strategic competence,
political astuteness, leadership and clarity of vision. “Accountants who have
become CFOs will already have developed those competences and be ideally
placed to hone their skills,” he said. “As
to whether more will become CEOs will
depend on how well individuals perform,
develop and commit to exercising their
strengths.”
Jarman concluded: “The most successful CFOs will be those who understand not
just internal financial issues but also competitors, customers and the supply chain
– and who use all available data to help
their employers gain competitive advantage. It follows that those CFOs are strong
candidates to be CEOs of the future.” n
Calum Robson is a freelance journalist.
This article first appeared in Insight,
CIMA’s online bi-monthly magazine and it
is published by CIMA (Chartered Institute
of Management Accountants) for its members and students.
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GLOBAL: IASB softens stance
on accounting convergence
The International Accounting
Standards Board would no longer
pursue convergence with its US
peer as “an objective in itself”, its
oversight body said recently, in
the latest sign of eroding consensus on accounting rules. The IASB,
which sets standards for most of
the world outside the US, was
nominated by the group of 20
leading nations to oversee the
development of a single highquality accounting standard by
mid-2011, reports the Financial
Times. In a mid-February report,
the London-based newspaper said
this was widely assumed to include
convergence of US and international standards with a view to US
adoption of International Financial
Reporting Standards, which are
already used or due to be used by
more than 110 countries. However,
it said increasing politicisation of
the accounting process and tensions over sovereignty have made
this harder to achieve, regulators
and accountants say. In a review
of its constitution published on
February 15, the report said IASB’s
oversight board addressed this
concern over the convergence
project and said it would “emphasise that convergence is a strategy
aimed at promoting and facilitating the adoption of IFRS, but it is
not an objective by itself”.
It added that some regulators
and investors in those countries
were frustrated by a perception
that the IASB board was pursuing
convergence with the US ahead
of the interests of those parties
that had already signed up to IFRS.
The report quoted Atsushi Saito ,
chief executive of the Tokyo Stock
Exchange, as telling the newspaper that Japanese companies did
not want IFRS, which are principlebased, to draw any closer to US
standards, which are rule-based.
The Securities and Exchange
Commission, which oversees the
Financial Accounting Standards
Board, the US standard setter, is
due this year to give its view on
convergence, having delayed making a statement twice last year. The
loss of US sovereignty that would
come with a move to IFRS is a key
concern, experts say, according to
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the report. It added that elsewhere
in its constitution shake-up, the
IASB will introduce a three-yearly
public consultation on its technical
agenda. It has also acknowledged
investors are among its target audience for the first time. The changes, which are the second part of
a five-yearly review by the IASC
Foundation, the oversight body of
the IASB, will also include the creation of vice-chairman positions for
both the IASB and its oversight
body. This structure is expected
to be established when Sir David
Tweedie, IASB’s Chairman, retires
next year, it added. n
GLOBAL: Asia may have edge
in top accounting job
The hunt for a new chairman of
the world’s top accounting standard setter is sparking discrete jostling for a job Asian candidates
are seen having the edge as economic influence shifts east, reports
Reuters. International Accounting
Standards Board Chairman David
Tweedie stands down in June 2011
after a decade spent transforming an obscure committee into a
board whose rules are effectively
law in over 120 countries, including the European Union, it said.
The London-originating report said
Japan, Canada, India, Korea and
Brazil are also adopting IASB rules,
with China bringing its domestic
standards in line too. The United
States is left increasingly isolated
as it decides how to join the club
and when.
It said the Asian crisis of the
1990s sparked the need for a
global approach to accounting
but the credit crunch politicised
standard setting as policy makers
changes after blaming accounting for amplifying fallout from the
financial crisis. A replacement for
Britain’s Tweedie will need to be a
skilled diplomat and comfortable
debating the minutia of financial
reporting, industry officials said, it
added.
It quoted Stig Enevoldsen, chairman of the European Financial
Reporting
Advisory
Group
(EFRAG), as saying: “If you look at
requirements for the new chair,
the only thing that is not included
is that he should be able to walk
on water.”
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The growing power of the IASB
has sparked concern in some countries -- Tweedie was dubbed the
“Accounting Ayatollah” in France
-- with the US Congress also leery
of adopting its rules which would
involve ceding regulatory sovereignty. The EU gave the critical mass
which helped launch the IASB’s
rules on the road to becoming the
global benchmark by mid-2011
and feels the board still owes the
bloc a debt of gratitude, it added.
However, it noted that with several
Asian countries, Brazil and Canada
coming on board, there is discrete
lobbying for Asia in particular to
have a stronger say to counter EU
clout. n
UK: Deloitte chief reignites
debate over accounting for
banks’ losses
Two of the world’s biggest
accounting firms are reigniting
the dispute over the way that
banks account for losses - raising doubts over the long-awaited
convergence of global reporting
standards, reports the Financial
Times.
Jim Quigley, global head of “Big
Four” accounting firm Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu has proposed
that banks account for losses in
two radically different ways, to
meet the opposing demands
of politicians and accountants.
He has told the Financial Times
that he is an “advocate” of banks
making loan loss provisions for
“incurred losses” separately from
“expected losses” - and reporting them in two different lines
in their accounts, the Londonbased newspaper said. However,
the report said PwC, the world’s
largest accounting firm, has previously criticised a similar proposal, saying it would “muddy the
waters”. Quigley’s proposal comes
as accountants are grappling with
politicians and regulators over
how banks make provision for
their losses, in the wake of the
financial crisis. The lack of consensus threatens agreement on a global set of accounting standards by
mid 2011 - an aim of the group of
20 nations - and follows disputes
over the use of fair value or markto-market accounting, experts say.
It added that politicians and

regulators have blamed the current system of “incurred losses” whereby companies may make
provision for loan losses only as
they occur - for exacerbating the
crisis, by encouraging a cyclical
approach to risk management.
But that view is questioned by
many accountants and bankers
who say that “incurred losses” give
investors clarity. Accountants and
bankers are also sceptical about
the “expected loss” model, as they
fear it raises the risk of “cookie jar”
accounting, whereby executives
put funds aside during good years
only to release them later to cover
up bad performance, it noted.n
KUWAIT: A five-year taxation
agreement with Japan
Kuwait and Japan signed in midFebruary the final five-year agreement for avoiding double taxation
and preventing financial evasion, in
relation to income taxes in the two
countries. The Finance Ministry, in
a statement, said that the agreement was signed by Kuwait’s
Finance Undersecretary Khalifa
Hamada and Japan’s Ambassador
Masatoshi Muto, reports Zawya. It
noted that negotiations over the
agreement began in 1993, and the
first round involved a lot of meetings and talks. The agreement aims
to reduce tax burdens on Kuwaiti
investors abroad, as well as on foreign investors in Kuwait, thereby
encouraging the exchange of capital and investments.
As stipulated by this agreement,
the report said the investor will
be subjected to single taxation on
activities and profits, such as to
avoid being taxed twice for share
profit and interests. This agreement
will also serve to remove financial
obstacles that may limit the movement of capital and commercial
exchange between Kuwait and
Japan. It is one of the most important agreements that Kuwait has
signed because of the tax exemptions and reductions on investments and commercial businesses
in Kuwait and in Japan, it added.
Moreover, the agreement includes
a clause on permanent origin, such
that a construction or assembly
point is considered a permanent
one if activities continue for more
than nine months.n

IFAC
news
IAASB Staff Issues Q&As to Raise
Awareness of XBRL Uses in Business
Reporting
(New York/January 19, 2010) - Recognizing the
growing international use of Extensible Business
Reporting Language (XBRL)--a language for the
electronic communication of business and financial data that is changing business reporting
around the world - the staff of the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB)
has developed a new question-and-answer publication. It is designed to raise awareness about
how XBRL-tagged data is prepared and how it
may affect financial reporting.
Entitled XBRL: The Emerging Landscape, the
publication explains that the IAASB’s current
International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) were
not developed with XBRL in mind and, accordingly, do not require auditors to perform procedures on XBRL-tagged data as part of a financial
statement audit. It clarifies how XBRL may lead
to a demand for various types of assurance and
related services engagements, and describes the
scope of the IAASB’s planned consultations to
determine whether to develop a new international pronouncement addressing XBRL.
“As more and more financial authorities begin to
require or permit entities to provide financial information in XBRL, now is the time to help educate
users about some XBRL fundamentals, and for
the IAASB to explore whether and how a related
international standard might help address assurance needs,” says James Gunn, IAASB Technical
Director. “A number of organizations are involved
in XBRL initiatives and we look forward to hearing the viewpoints of preparers, users, regulators,
national standard-setters, auditors, and others on
this important topic,” adds Gunn. n

The IFAC Update provides
summaries of IFAC developments
over the past month.

(IPSASB) has published three new standards that
cover all aspects of the accounting for and disclosure of financial instruments: International Public
Sector Accounting Standard (IPSAS) 28, Financial
Instruments: Presentation; IPSAS 29, Financial
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement; and
IPSAS 30, Financial Instruments: Disclosures. They
fill a significant gap in the IPSASB literature.
“These new IPSASs provide a coherent set of
requirements that enhance accountability for
financial instruments in the public sector; this
need was reinforced by the global financial crisis,
and the scale and range of interventions made
by governments,” states Andreas Bergmann, who
became Chair of the IPSASB on January 1, 2010.
The three new IPSASs are primarily drawn from
the International Accounting Standards Board’s
standards, but address a number of public sector-specific issues:
• IPSAS 28, Financial Instruments: Presentation,
primarily draws on IAS 32 and establishes principles for presenting financial instruments as
liabilities or equity, and for offsetting financial
assets and financial liabilities.
• IPSAS 29, Financial Instruments: Recognition
and Measurement, primarily draws on IAS 39,
establishing principles for recognizing and
measuring financial assets, financial liabilities,
and some contracts to buy or sell non-financial
items.
• IPSAS 30, Financial Instruments: Disclosures,
draws on IFRS 7 and requires disclosures for the
types of loans described in IPSAS 29. It enables
users to evaluate: the significance of the financial instruments in the entity’s financial position
and performance; the nature and extent of risks
arising from financial instruments to which the
entity is exposed; and how those risks are managed.
IPSASB Publishes Three New
These IPSASs address some key public sector
Standards on Financial
issues, including financial guarantee contracts
Instruments
provided for nil or nominal consideration and
(New York/January 19, 2010) - The International concessionary loans.
Public Sector Accounting Standards Board Financial guarantee contracts provided for nil

or nominal consideration have been a feature
of government interventions during the global
crisis - often, they are for very large amounts and
could not be provided by private sector guarantors. IPSAS 29 provides guidance on the accounting treatment of such guarantees, both at initial
recognition and subsequently.
Concessionary loans are granted or received
at below market terms, often for social policy
objectives. IPSAS 29 provides guidance on the
determination of fair value. It also addresses the
treatment of the difference between the fair
value of a loan and the loan proceeds. IPSAS 30
requires disclosures relating to such loans.
“The IPSASB recognizes the need to closely
monitor global developments in the accounting
for financial instruments and to evaluate such
changes promptly in a public sector context,”
says Bergmann, adding that, together with the
soon-to-be-issued IPSAS on intangible assets,
IPSASs 28-30 represent the substantial attainment of IPSAS convergence with IFRSs (dated
December 2008). n
IFAC Posts Notice of Withdrawal of
Report on 2009 Third Annual Global
Leadership Survey
(New York/January 22, 2010) - The International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC) has posted a
notice to alert its members, recognized regional organizations, acknowledged accountancy
groupings, and the public of the withdrawal
of the report on the 2009 Third Annual Global
Leadership Survey. The report was issued on
January 15, 2010.
The report has been withdrawn to incorporate additional responses and update the list of
respondents. The report will be re-issued within
the next few weeks.
If you have any questions, please contact Alta
Prinsloo, Director, Governance and Operations,
at altaprinsloo@ifac.org or Sylvia Barrett, Acting
Deputy Director, Communications at sylviabarrett@ifac.org. n
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Judicial Review
as an Alternative Remedy to the
Customs Appeal Tribunal1
Datuk D.P. Naban & S. Saravana Kumar

T

he Customs Appeal Tribunal
was introduced in 2007
through an amendment to
the Customs Act 1967 (CA
1967). Section 141B of the CA
19672 establishes the Customs Appeal
Tribunal (the Tribunal) to hear appeals
from taxpayers who are aggrieved by
the decision of the Director - General of
Customs. Prior to the establishment of
the Tribunal, such appeals were heard by
the Minister of Finance3. If taxpayers are
dissatisfied with the Minister’s decision,
they may then appeal to the High Court
by way of judicial review.
This article examines whether taxpayers may proceed directly to the High
Court by way of judicial review if they are
dissatisfied with the Director - General of
Customs’ decision. In other words, can tax-
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payers proceed directly to the High Court
despite the existence of the Tribunal or is
the Tribunal the first avenue of appeal in
respect of any appeal against the Director
- General of Customs’ decision?
In a recent case between a taxpayer
and the Director - General of Customs,
Malaysia4, the taxpayer applied for
leave from the High Court to quash the
Director - General of Customs’ decision
by way of judicial review. The Director
- General of Customs had imposed additional customs duty and sales tax on the
taxpayer by way of adjustment of royalty
pursuant to Regulation 5(1)(a)(iv) of the
Customs (Rules of Valuation) Regulations
19995. The taxpayer applied for a certiorari order to quash the decision and pending that application, the taxpayer sought
to stay the enforcement of the decision.

The Attorney General however, raised
a preliminary objection to the taxpayer’s
application on the premise that the taxpayer’s application was prematured and
misconceived. The Attorney General took
the position that the taxpayer should have
filed the appeal before the Tribunal and
not the High Court. The taxpayer disaThis article was first published in Issue
Q3/2009 of Tax Guardian.
2
Inserted by Sec. 6 of the Customs (Amendment)
Act 2007.
3
Section 143 of the Customs Act 1967 prior
to the amendment by Sec. 8 of the Customs
(Amendment) Act 2007.
4
L Sdn Bhd v Ketua Pengarah Kastam,
Malaysia, a matter before the High Court,
Kuala Lumpur. The authors appeared on behalf
of the taxpayer in this matter.
5
PU(A) 507/1999.
1
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greed with that position and both parties
were instructed by the High Court to file
in their written submissions. However,
at the eleventh hour before the hearing, the Attorney General withdrew the
objection. Consequent to that, the High
Court granted leave to the taxpayer to
apply for judicial review and stayed the
enforcement of the decision pending the
determination of the application.
The crux of the taxpayer’s submission was that the availability of an alternative remedy (i.e. the Tribunal) does
not exclude judicial review. The following grounds, which are discussed below,
were raised by the taxpayer in support of
the application for judicial review:
• the Sungai Gelugor case
• the Tribunal is not a specialised tribunal
• that the Tribunal is a domestic tribunal
• Section 141N of the CA 1967, and
• the Court’s powers are not restricted
under the CA 1967.

The Sungai Gelugor case
Justice Edgar Joseph Jr in the Federal
Court case of Majlis Perbandaran Pulau
Pinang v Syarikat Bekerjasama-sama
Serbaguna Sungai Gelugor Dengan
Tanggungan6 (Sungai Gelugor) examined
in detail the alternative remedy argument
after studying various local and English
authorities on this point. His Lordship
concluded that where genuine grounds

The above clearly establishes that if
taxpayers choose not to exercise the statutory appeal remedy, namely the Tribunal,
the High Court’s jurisdiction to hear such
applications is not excluded. In fact, as a
matter of practice the Courts are often
inclined to grant judicial review to applications that have merit. This approach is also
consistent with the position observed by
Lord Denning in R V Chief Immigration
Officer Gatwick Airport, ex parte Kharrazi7,
where his Lordship stated that “on countless occasions the availability of appeal
does not debar the court from quashing
an order by certiorari and that everything
depends upon the facts of the case”. This
observation was unanimously endorsed in
Sungai Gelugor.
Even if there is some conflict in the
United Kingdom with regard to Lord
Denning’s approach, it is notable that
the Federal Court in Sungai Gelugor had
unanimously endorsed and adopted the
position articulated by Professor Wade,
an eminent Constitutional law scholar,
that when “genuine grounds for Judicial
Review are alleged, it is the refusal rather
than the grant of relief which is the exceptional course.”
The judicial pronouncements cited
above illustrate that it is the refusal to grant
judicial review which is an exception rather
than the granting of judicial review in cases
where there is an alternative remedy.

(b) the appellants can be represented by
advocates and solicitors.
Given that those tribunals have the
above characteristics, they are able to
consider both issues of fact and law.
However, the Customs Appeal Tribunal
does not enjoy those characteristics.
Although, Section 141C of the CA 1967
states that the members of the Tribunal
shall be a Chairman and a Deputy
Chairman appointed from the Judicial
and Legal Service, Section 141J of the
CA 1967 allows the jurisdiction of the
Tribunal to be exercised by any member
of the Tribunal sitting alone. It must be
noted that other members of the Tribunal
need not be legally qualified. Unlike the
specialised tribunals mentioned above, a
hearing before the Tribunal can be presided over by a person who has no legal
training or background.
Further, the fact that the Chairman or
the Deputy Chairman may preside over
an appeal by sitting alone, clearly illustrates that the appeal before the Tribunal
may not necessarily be heard by a person with special knowledge and experience in Customs matters as well. This
is because the Chairman or the Deputy
Chairman need not have any background
in Customs matters.
Unlike the Tribunal which excludes
legal representation, the structure of the
Special Commissioners of Income Tax,

In other words, can taxpayers proceed directly to the High Court despite the existence of
the Tribunal or is the Tribunal the first avenue of appeal in respect of any appeal against
the Director - General of Customs’ decision?
for judicial review are alleged, it is the
refusal rather than grant of relief which is
the exceptional course. He further stated
that “the reason for this is that whilst in
theory the courts there frequently recite
the incantation that alternative remedies
must be exhausted before recourse may
be had to Judicial Review, in practice,
the courts are often much kinder to the
applicant with a good case and will most
probably entertain his application as an
exception”.

The Tribunal is not a
specialised tribunal
Among the specialised tribunals mentioned by Justice Edgar Joseph Jr in Sungai
Gelugor are the Special Commissioners
of Income Tax, Industrial Court and
Appeal Board under the Town & Country
Planning Act 1976. These tribunals share
the following characteristics:
(a) the hearing is heard by at least one
person who is legally qualified, and

Industrial Court and Appeal Board under
the Town & Country Planning Act 1976
allows the appellant to be represented by
an advocate and solicitor8. In this regard,
the Tribunal is not a specialised tribunal
and at most, is only a domestic tribunal.

[1999] 3 CLJ 65.
[1980] 3 All ER 373.
8
For example see paragraph 14(b) of Sch. 5 of
the Income Tax Act 1967.
6
7
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The Tribunal is a
domestic tribunal
The authors opine that the Tribunal is
envisaged to handle domestic issues in an
informal fashion. This can be illustrated
from the exclusion of advocates and solicitors from appearing before the Tribunal
as per Section 141Q of the CA 1967 9. It
appears that the Tribunal had been cre-

If taxpayers opt to file their appeals before the High
Court, then the taxpayers are excluded from appealing to
the Tribunal. Likewise, if taxpayers choose to file their
appeals before the Tribunal, then they are excluded from
concurrently appealing before the High Court.
ated to allow taxpayers to resolve general
and factual issues in an informal fashion
without the need for legal representation. Legislature must have intended for
Section 141N of the CA 196710 to be utilised in circumstances where taxpayers
with disputes that are technical in nature
and involving questions of law may proceed directly to the High Court. If the
taxpayer elects the latter, then he may
have legal representation.
In L Sdn Bhd, the application involved
the construction of Regulation 5(l)(a)(iv),
which is pertaining to the adjustment of
customs value by including royalty and
license fees for the purposes of customs
valuation. It is also difficult to envisage
how the Tribunal would apply the canons
of construction to interpret the operation
and application of Regulation 5(l)(a)(iv) if
the appeal is neither heard by a member
who has no legal training and qualification
nor assisted by legal counsel. The exclusion of legal representation would certainly
create a problem when it comes to issues
pertaining to evidential matters and interpretation of legislation and case law. It must
be appreciated that the matter in L Sdn
Bhd was essentially on the construction of
Regulation 5(l)(a)(iv), which traces its origin to the WTO Customs Valuation Code.
In such cases, the appeal procedure
provided in Section 143 of the CA 1967,
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namely the appeal to the Tribunal, is unsuitable and inadequate. Further, if the Tribunal
was to be the sole appeal forum for all
appeals relating to indirect tax matters,
the authors are positive that Parliament
would have allowed taxpayers to have legal
representation before the Tribunal, just like
the other specialised tribunals mentioned
above.

Section 141N of the
Customs Act 1967
Further, the authors submit that the wording
of Section 141N of CA 1967 clearly provides
taxpayers the option of either addressing
their grievances before the Tribunal or the
High Court. This illustrates that an appeal
before the High Court is not discounted at
all by Parliament. If taxpayers opt to file their
appeals before the High Court, then the
taxpayers are excluded from appealing to
the Tribunal. Likewise, if taxpayers choose
to file their appeals before the Tribunal,
then they are excluded from concurrently
appealing before the High Court. Any other
construction of this Section would make it
superfluous or redundant.
Hence, the wording of Section 141N
clearly illustrates that Parliament did not
intend to grant exclusivity to the Tribunal to
hear all appeals pertaining to the decisions
of the Director - General of Customs. The
relevant part of Section 141N states that

when an appeal is lodged with the Tribunal,
that appeal should not be subject of another
proceeding between the parties in Court.

The Court’s powers are
not restricted under
the Customs Act 1967
Unlike the Income Tax Act 1967 (ITA

Section 141Q reads:
(1) An advocate and solicitor shall not be allowed
to represent an appellant at the hearing of an
appeal before the Tribunal.
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1) and section
37 of the Legal Profession Act 1976 [Act 166](a) a corporation or an unincorporated body of
persons may be represented by a full-time paid
employee of the corporation or body; or
(b) a minor or any other person under a disability
may be represented by his next friend or guardian
ad litem.
10
Section 141N reads:
(1) Where an appeal is lodged with the Tribunal
and the appeal is within the jurisdiction of the
Tribunal, the issues in dispute in such appeal,
whether as shown in the initial appeal or as emerging in the course of the hearing, shall not be the
subject of proceedings between the same parties in
any court unless(a) the proceedings before the court were commenced before the appeal was lodged with the
Tribunal; or
(b) the appeal before the Tribunal is withdrawn,
abandoned or struck out.
(2) Where paragraph (1)(a) applies, the issues in
dispute in the appeal to which those proceedings
relate, whether as shown in the initial appeal or as
emerging in the course of the hearing, shall not be
the subject of proceedings between the same parties
before the Tribunal unless the appeal before the
court is withdrawn, abandoned or struck out.
9
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1967), there is no provision in the CA 1967
that restricts the powers of the High Court
to hear any matters including judicial
review application. For instance, Section
106(3) of the ITA states that: “In any proceedings under this Section the court shall
not entertain any plea that the amount
of tax sought to be recovered is excessive, incorrectly assessed, under appeal
or incorrectly increased under Subsection
103(1A),(3),(4),(5),(6),(7) or (8).”
Section 106(3) states that if the
Government initiates civil actions to
recover taxes due and payable, the taxpayers’ plea that the taxes sought to
be recovered are excessive, incorrectly
assessed, under appeal or incorrectly
increased cannot be entertained by the
High Court. If the taxpayers want to
dispute the taxes raised, then they must
appeal to the Special Commissioners
of Income Tax. Clearly, Section 106(3)
restricts the powers of the High Court to
hear such matters11.
However, if the legislation, for example
the Customs Act 1967, does not expressly
restrict the powers of the High Court, then
the High Court may hear the matter. This
point was succinctly explained by Justice
Azmel Maamor in Ketua Pengarah Hasil
Dalam Negeri v Rheem (Far East) Pte
Ltd12, where his Lordship commented, “As
to the issue of the extent of the jurisdiction
of the Special Commissioners under the
said Act, it cannot be disputed that their
powers are limited unlike the powers of
the High Court. They are creatures of statute and as such their jurisdiction has to be
clearly spelt out by statute and in this case
the said Act. In the case of the High Court
which has unlimited jurisdiction, its powers may be taken away if it is specifically
so stated in any statute. In other words
if the statute is silent the High Court will
have the jurisdiction. This principle cannot be applied in the case of the Special
Commissioners.”
Given that the CA 1967 neither has a
provision equivalent to Section 106(3) of
the ITA 1967 nor a provision to restrict
the powers of the High Court, the authors
are of the view that taxpayers’ appeals can
be heard directly by the High Court.

Conclusion
In L Sdn Bhd, despite the existence of the
Tribunal, the taxpayer succeeded in obtaining leave from the High Court to purse its
judicial review application. In addition to
that, the taxpayer also successfully stayed
the enforcement of the decision pending
the determination of the application. This
case illustrates that the mere existence of
the Tribunal does not preclude taxpayers
from applying for judicial review.
If an appeal is necessitated on the
premise that the Director - General of
Customs had abused his authority by
applying the law erroneously and had
acted beyond the powers conferred to
him, then judicial review appears to be
a better legal remedy to the taxpayers.
This is because unlike the Tribunal, the
High Court has the jurisdiction to stay
the enforcement of the decision. Further,
by pursuing the appeal to the High Court,
taxpayers have the opportunity to be represented by legal counsel, a fundamental
right which is denied before the Tribunal.
In Kim Thye Co. v Ketua Pengarah Hasil
Dalam Negeri13, despite the existence of
the Special Commissioners of Income
Tax, the Director - General of Income
Tax accepted as “a matter of law that he
is not immune from the process of judicial
review and made no procedural objection” to the taxpayer’s application in that
case. In conclusion, the Director - General
of Customs’ authority is not absolute and
is open to judicial review. n

This received judicial recognition in Su Man
Tobacco v Government of Malaysia [1973] 2
MLJ 163.
12
[1998] 2 CLJ Supp 351.
13
[1991] 3 CLJ 2507.
11
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womenomics:
Towards a Female-Friendly
Corporate Malaysia
Anne Hashim

The Womenomics movement aims to encourage American women to harness
the power they have in the workplace to pursue the “New All”, a lifestyle
that offers “enough professional success, balanced by time and freedom”. Is
Malaysia ready to embrace womenomics?
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T

cautious, less risk-taking management
here’s a new catchphrase for
styles, when they speculated that the
the female working populaLehman Brothers wouldn’t have been
tion these days – womenomhit so badly if they had instead been the
ics. Coined by the authors
Lehman Sisters!
of Womenomics, Write Your
With their educational qualifications,
Own Rules for Success, Claire Shipman
extensive experience and management
and Katty Kay, the term refers to the
ability, women managers have qualichange in women’s attitude towards the
ties that add real
work environment, in
value to corporalight of their increasing
One Pepperdine
tions – value that
need to balance their
University study cited
can be used as levprofessional and perby the authors indicates erage to persuade
sonal lives.
management
to
With their groundthat companies with
accommodate their
breaking book, the
more women in top
desired work-life
authors have opened
balance, whether
the eyes of women all
management record
a four-day work
over America with their
higher profits than those it’s
week, work-fromthought-provoking
who employ more male home, flexi hours or
views on the traditional work environment.
talent in senior positions. some other mutually-agreed upon
Realising that women
are moving from a one-size fits all type
arrangements.
have been pulled in
of treatment towards its staff to becomIn fact, in an interview with salon.com,
every which direction to fulfill their muling more “gender adapted” and “gender
Kay relates her own experience of being
tiple roles of wife, mother, daughter, staff
bilingual.”
offered a plum job anchoring the evening
and/or boss, both now advocate a new
It all seems perfect on paper, but
news which she countered with her own
lifestyle they call the “New All”, one that’s
would it really work outside America?
terms. She told her boss, “Listen, I can
defined as “enough professional success,
It seems that the advice handed out in
do this four days a week, or I can not do
balanced by time and freedom.”
Womenomics is targeted at professional,
it at all.” When her boss consented to her
Shipman and Kay insist that today’s
educated women in the upper ranks of
terms, Kay says, “That was a real shift
women have the power to change the
corporate America. Shipman and Kay
moment for me. Because it was the first
rules at work and ultimately balance all
may have been successful at getting the
time I had made a clear decision about
aspects of their lives in a more rewarding
control and flexibility in work that they
saying no to something I really wanted in
and satisfying way. Their argument for
want, but they are both high-profile TV
order to preserve my
this is based on the amount of power that
journalists – Shipman
work-life balance.”
women in senior management these days
In Malaysia, do working works for ABC, while
But it’s not just
have, but are not necessarily aware of, to
Kay works for BBC
women who are trum- women command a high
negotiate for what they want – more flex– who probably pospeting this new shift in
ibility and control at the workplace.
enough level of respect sess better leveraging
corporate culture. The
Compiling several studies done on
power than the average
from their peers and
Economist ran a story
the impact that women managers have
accountant or execulate last year in which
upon company success, Shipman and Kay
bosses to warrant
tive, thanks to their TV
Niall FitzGerald, the
offer compelling evidence that all point to
presence and public
them this negotiating
deputy chairman of
the fact that women are a great asset to
persona and influence.
power?
Thomas Reuters and a
companies. One Pepperdine University
In Malaysia, do
former Unilever boss,
study cited by the authors indicates that
working women comwas quoted, “Women have different ways
companies with more women in top manmand a high enough level of respect from
of achieving results, and leadership qualiagement record higher profits than those
their peers and bosses to warrant them
ties that are becoming more important as
who employ more male talent in senior
this negotiating power?
our organisations become less hierarchipositions.
Apparently not, according to some
cal and more loosely organised around
Even economists at last year’s World
Malaysian women who think that the
matrix structures.” The report continues
Economic Forum in Davos seemed to
issue lies in the general mentality of
with observations that many companies
acknowledge the value of women’s more
Malaysians.
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Aina Othman, a former assistant manager in the defence industry says, “If we
start negotiating for a flexible working
environment for working mothers, I’m
just afraid that our male peers will have
less respect for us. They’ll say that women
have been fighting for equal opportunity
at the workplace and yet now, we want
these privileges.”
Aida Ali, a 35-year old senior executive working in Kuala Lumpur echoes
the same sentiment, “You are deemed
unfocused and uncommitted if you ask
for these (family-friendly) work arrangements. Men think women will go shopping or do nothing but watch TV at
home. It’s worse if you have a female boss
because she’ll expect you to make the
same sacrifices she made.”
Besides the fact that Malaysians themselves are not ready to embrace such big
changes in the work environment, it’s
also a matter of policy.
For sometime now,
the talk has been for
the government to
With Government support
implement a 30% quota
for women in decision- behind the female workforce
making positions, but in Malaysia, perhaps what
Malaysia is still strugis most needed now is for
gling with the glass
ceiling in its corporate management and colleagues
offices. According to
to be more supportive in holding significant
a countr y-by-countr y
influence
over
comparison made by embracing these changing
the
course
of
how
the United Nations, in
trends.
things
are
run
in
Malaysia only 24% of
corporate
Malaysia.
decision-making posts
Despite the lack of hope felt among
such as legislators, senior officials and
Malaysian
working mothers, many still
managers were held by women in 2008.
dream
of
utopia
at the workplace. That
Compare this to statistics in the US
dream
is
being
nursed with the implewhere women have a 43% presence in
mentation
of
such
initiatives as the 2009
the same positions. Also, women make
update
on
the
Women’s
National Policy
up only 6% (2008) of corporate Board
to
address
more
current
issues
affecting
members in Malaysia, a figure that has
women,
a
programme
guided
by prinseen a declining trend since 2004 when
ciples
such
that
“the
responsibilities
of
it was almost 10%.
motherhood
and
family
life
shall
neither
It’s clear that in Malaysia, women’s
be compromised nor neglected.”
presence in the corporate corridors is
And that dream may just have been
not strong enough in numbers to effect
a
step
closer to getting realised at last
the desired change. Out of the 11 milyear’s
Women’s
Summit when Deputy
lion employed persons in Malaysia, men
Prime
Minister
YAB
Tan Sri Muhyiddin
make up about 64% of the total workforce,
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Yassin paid recognition to the female
working population, saying “The
cost of women’s exclusion (from the
workforce) is too high for us to bear.
Promoting gender justice and women’s
empowerment is not only essential to
our economic development, but also a
great leap for ward in nation building...
In relation to this, I believe that both
men and women with talent are increasingly interested in blending parenthood
with a career. The careers they seek
today, however, are not the traditional
full time, office-bound roles.”
With Government support behind
the female workforce in Malaysia, perhaps what is most needed now is for
management and colleagues to be more
supportive in embracing these changing
trends. n

management+business

Corporate governance
is our response to risk
Patrick Ow

The aim of risk management for any organisation is not the management
of risk but the achievement of objectives. ISO 31000:2009 Risk management
– Principles and guidelines emphasises the fact that the management of risk
should be tailored and fit-for-purpose across the organisation, instead of
being siloed and over-engineered with the focus on ticking the boxes instead
of genuine risk management.

T

he current enterprise-wide
approach for risk management has advocated the
need for risk management
to be undertaken across all
areas of an organisation; that is on an
organisation-wide basis. Unfortunately
in practice, risk management activities
continue to partially exist as a disparate siloed over-engineered management system, without any clear
integration with existing organisational processes and/or without much
Board and Management commitment.
The solution is an integrated simplified whole-of-organisational approach
to organisational strategies, control
structure, strategic and operational
planning, risk management framework and process, and performance
and risk reporting.
Organisations exist for a purpose,
with objectives to achieve. They must
therefore effectively manage uncertainties that will have an impact on
the achievement of their objectives,
positively or negatively. Without risk,
there is no reward or progress for
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the organisation. And unless risk is
managed effectively throughout the
organisation, opportunities will not
be maximised and threats will not be
minimised. Risks and the management of risks should be treated as part
of each objective at all levels of the
organisation.
This is where ISO 31000:2009
Risk Management – Principles and
guidelines have defined risk as the
“effect of uncertainty on objectives”1.
This objectives-focused standard sets
out principles, a framework and a
process for the management of risks
that are applicable to any type of
organisation and it is not specific to
any industry or sector. The standard
does not mandate a one-size-fits-all
approach or a separate management
system for managing risks, but rather
emphasises the fact that the management of risk should be tailored and
fit-for-purpose to the organisation’s
specific needs and requirements, and
tightly integrated and embedded into
1
ISO Guide 73:2009 – Risk management
– Vocabulary.

Corporate governance is our response to risk

for the achievement of the organisation’s
the existing business practices and procobjective.
esses of the organisation.
We know that everyone in the organiThe first section of ISO 31000 sets out
sation has to have personal objectives (as
11 principles that organisations should
part of an individual’s performance mancomply with in order for them to effecagement plans) that are cascaded from
tively manage their risks and achieve their
and aligned to organisational, departmenobjectives. The next section of the guidetal and team objectives. Using tools such
line refers to a framework that needs to
as the balanced scorecard, organisational
be established to provide the foundations
or strategic objectives are cascaded as
and arrangements that will embed or intedepartmental objectives, which in turn
grate the management of risk throughout
the organisation at all levels. And finally,
we have the process for managing risk,
which is the systematic application of
policies, procedures and practices to the
activities of communicating, consulting,
establishing the context, and identifying,
analysing, evaluating, treating, monitoring and reviewing risk.
It is therefore imperative that the aim
of risk management for any organisation
is not the management of risk but the
achievement of objectives. By embarking
on risk management activities in accordance with ISO 31000, organisations can
achieve their objectives if risk management is an integral part of their planning,
decision-making and reporting process,
embedded throughout the organisation
at all levels and into its
governance structure,
can be further casprocesses and organicaded as team and
sational culture as an It is therefore imperative
ultimately
indielement of normal
that the aim of risk
vidual objectives.
business practice. This
management for any
Performance manis where all decisions
agement becomes
undertaken by everyorganisation is not the
easier as we have
one within the organimanagement of risk
measurable
persation involves the
but the achievement of
formance measures
explicit consideration
and targets for each
of objectives and risks,
objectives.
individual.
and the application of
By doing so,
risk management proceveryone in the organisation who has
ess. Sound and mature risk management
accountability for achieving one or more
provides the basis for effective governobjective also has the accountability and/
ance for the organisation.
or responsibility for managing the risks
Consequently, risk management must
associated with that objective, and the
also be viewed as central to the organicorresponding treatment plans and consation’s management system, such that
trols to manage the risks. This effectively
risks are considered in terms of effect
means that accountabilities and responsiof uncertainty on objectives. Effective
bilities for the management of risks must
risk management must be regarded by
be clearly established and encapsulated
everyone in the organisation as essential

in job descriptions of individuals and in
terms of reference of committees and
team meetings.
The essence of good risk management
and governance is personal accountability.
When individuals, teams / committees
and departments are held accountable
for their actions (or inactions), there is
effective performance management and
governance. By objectively measuring
performance and reporting against agreed

performance measures and targets, there
is clear accountability for the achievement
of objectives at all levels of the organisation.
Linked to each objective are SMART
performance measures and targets. From
a performance reporting perspective, any
variance from expected performance targets may indicate that either the organisation’s risk management activities (e.g.
controls and risk treatments) for that
objective are not as efficient, effective
and/or adequate as implemented, or that
the risks associated with that objective
have changed.
As such, risk reporting must be
embedded into the organisation’s performance reporting system and not a
separate exercise. Reporting against performance targets for each objective is also
a report on the effectiveness of strategies,
controls and the risk management proc-
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ess for that objective. Risk reporting and
treatments can be enhanced when the
organisation’s risk register is arranged
by objectives.
As an objectives-focused concept, corporate governance is a guidance system
and control environment for the achievement of planned objectives2. It is the manner in which an organisation is managed
and governed in order to achieve its
objectives. A sound control environment
delivered by an effective risk management framework provides reliability and
assurance to the organisation that objectives can be achieved and considered
effective when risks are reduced to an
acceptable / tolerable level.
This then dwells heavily on control
and oversight. But there is also a need
for an organisation to be flexible in order
to respond to changes in its external
and internal environments. Risk management can be designed to provide both
the control and resilience required for
the organisation, and is therefore a fundamental and integral part of corporate
governance. It not only provides effective
strategies for managing risks that might
impede the organisation in its pursuit
of its goals and objectives, but also supplies the flexibility for the organisation
to respond to unexpected risks and take
advantage of unexpected opportunities
and circumstances.
Risk management develops treatment
plans and monitors existing controls and
strategies associated with achieving each
objective. The resultant control environment from an effective risk management
framework will give reasonable assurance
to the Board and Management that objectives will be achieved within an acceptable degree of residual risk. The appropriate governance framework provides
the structure within which the control
environment and risk management activities operate. Effective risk management
is therefore the cornerstone of sound
corporate governance. The meaning of
control is much broader than internal
financial controls and includes all planning and strategies after objectives have
been set.
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The implementation of the corporate
governance elements (including risk management) for the sake of compliance and
accreditation, or as a process-driven exercise will not guarantee an effective corporate governance framework. The box-ticking approach does not add any value for
the organisation and should be avoided.
We can diagrammatically show in
Figure 1 the integration of organisational strategies, control structure, strategic

for their actions. We need to differentiate
between those who are “accountable”
(persons with a liability for their decisions
or lack of decision) and those who are
“responsible” (persons with an obligation
to carry out an instruction from a higher
authority).
Strategic risks are systematically identified and linked to organisational strategy and strategic objectives, measures
and indicators. These risks are external

Organisational Strategy

Strategic &
Operational
Planning

Control
Structure

Risk
Management
Framework &
Process

Performance &
Risk Reporting

Board

Evaluated & Reported

Strategic
Objectives

Strategic
Risk

CEO/
Management

Cascaded
Down

Aligned &
Cascaded
Down
Support
Services

Operations

Service
Lines

Escalated
Up
Operational
Risk

Operational
Objectives

CEO/Board
Report

Consolidated
& Escalated
Up

Operational
Reports

Evaluated & Reported

Figure 1: An integrated approach
and operational planning, risk management framework and process, and performance and risk reporting.
Organisational strategy (developed as
part of the organisation’s strategic planning process) will determine the requisite
control structure, strategic and operational planning processes, risk management
framework and process, and performance and risk reporting framework. The
common factor linking these is the focus
on achieving objectives. Without sound
and quantifiable strategies, organisations
would not achieve their objectives.
Whether the control structure is functional-based (e.g. HR, finance) or processbased (e.g. programme, service line) or a
hybrid of both (e.g. matrix), it should be
designed to hold individuals accountable

and internal forces that may have a significant impact on the achievement of the
organisation’s strategic objectives.
Identification of risks in isolation from
the development and management of
objectives, measures and targets has the
potential to leave organisations exposed to
significant, unrecognised risks. Everyone
in the organisation is therefore responsible for managing risk within their area
of accountability and actively involved in
the identification and reporting of risks
that could impact on the organisation as
a whole.
Each strategic objective (and associated measures and targets) is ‘broken down’,
translated and allocated across various sub2
HB 254-2005 - Governance, Risk Management
and Control Assurance, p. 6.

Corporate governance is our response to risk

parts of the organisation (e.g. departments,
programmes, services and support units)
through a systematic cascading process
into annual operational plans and budgets.
This ensures that all operational plans and
budgets are aligned to organisational strategies and objectives. A carefully designed
cascading process also ensures alignment
and fit between strategic and operational
objectives, measures and targets.
Operational risks for each operational
area can then be derived from these operational objectives, measures and targets.
Operational risks may be aggregated or
rolled-up as strategic risks when they meet
pre-defined escalation criteria.
All identified strategic and operational
risks are consolidated, categorised and
recorded in one organisational-wide risk
register, which is also used for developing
and managing risk treatment plans, and
for Board and Management reporting.
Risk treatment plans can be incorporated
into strategic and operational plans since

some plans require allocation of resources
through the annual budgeting process.
The risk register represents a single
repository of risk information associated
with the achievement of objectives. Risk
reports, risk treatment plans and risk profiles could be extracted based on the information contained in the risk register, and
will be formally reviewed and updated annually as a part of the organisation’s planning
processes. Regular reviews and updates
by department, service, programme and
support unit managers are encouraged in
accordance with any significant changes to
activities. Performance management plans
for individual staff are developed through
the cascading process thereby ensuring
that the individual’s actions are closely
aligned and motivated through a clear lineof-sight with operational plans and organisational strategy, enhanced through the use
of appropriate human resource reward and
recognition systems.
Operational performance reports will

include variance reporting from expected
operational performance targets and budgets, and the progress of implementing
operational risk treatment plans based on
information contained in the risk register.
Similarly, apart from consolidating information from operational reports, the CEO
(or management) performance report will
include variance reporting from expected
strategic performance targets and budgets, and the progress of implementing
strategic risk treatment plans based on
information contained in the risk register.
In summary, organisational strategies,
control structure, strategic and operational planning, the risk management
framework and process, and performance
and risk reporting have to be integrated
as a whole-of-organisation approach. This
would ensure that organisations achieve
their objectives. n
The writer can be contacted at patrickow@
gmail.com.
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Maximising Business

value
N

ow more than
ever, smaller
businesses
must understand how
they can improve
their performance,
eliminate unnecessary
costs and focus on
the right strategy to
survive the recession.
To this end, CIMA has
published an updated
extract from ‘Making
a success of your
business: essential
checklists’, a tool kit
designed to help
members – especially
those in SMEs –
prioritise key issues
and deal with them
effectively.
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Alexa Michael explains how SMEs
can use performance measurement
tool kits to maximise business value
and manage through the downturn and beyond.

they use this information to ensure that
This resource, sponsored by SAP, starts
the following things are in place:
by stating that a well-managed business
n Products and/or services that are
needs:
attractive to consumers both now
n A robust business plan. This systemand in future.
atic review of the organisation forms
n
Clear objectives that are communithe basis for all decisions. It should
cated properly to the workforce.
be updated frequently to ensure
n
A desire for continuous improvethat it stays relevant as conditions
ment.
change. The budget is derived from
n
Useful management information and
the business plan and is the day-toeffective financial control.
day method of controlling activity.
n
Efficient services and distribution.
n A range of key performance indican
Good, well-informed managers.
tors (KPIs). These financial and nonn
Regulatory compliance with minifinancial measures are used to gauge
mum disruption to organisational
how successful the business is in
routines.
achieving its goals. Its performance
will improve if you choose the right
Good businesses also
KPIs and use them
Good
businesses
avoid complex strategies.
well.
They focus instead on
n Accurate, reliable and
also avoid complex
those that can be reduced
timely information on
strategies. They focus to simple ideas, which are
performance, which
must flow up through instead on those that easier to communicate,
the organisation regu- can be reduced to sim- grasp and execute.
these checklarly. It should be simple ideas, which are lists Using
will put businesses
ple, easy to measure
and focused on the easier to communicate, in a better position to
understand their weaklong term.
grasp and execute.
nesses and exposure to
According to the tool kit,
the downturn. The key is then to priorithe most successful businesses know
tise which areas need immediate attenwhat factors create value. They have a
tion and identify the correct action for
small number of KPIs to monitor their
dealing with them.
performance against these factors and

Maximising Business value
management+business

‘Getting value from your business’ – a checklist
Understanding the value drivers in your business is essential for maximising its potential.
This checklist looks at the factors that can improve or destroy value:
Are you:

Now
yes

Spreading your buying/selling contracts too widely over
time?
Hostage to one or two buying/selling contracts or customers /suppliers?
Sure your purchase/sales order books are firm and go forward far enough?
Buying/selling on a growing/declining trend in real terms?

In future
no

yes

no

Using these checklists will
put businesses in a better
position to understand
their weaknesses and
exposure to the downturn.
The key is then to
prioritise which areas need
immediate attention and
identify the correct action
for dealing with them.

Buying/selling any products at a loss?
Using cross-selling and up-selling techniques to improve
sales?
Monitoring whether your purchases arrive on time and
are of the right quality to meet your manufacturing
schedules?
Satisfied that your suppliers’ terms, and your own terms to
customers, are competitive?
Aware of the financial implications of your pricing policy?
Loyal to good customers/suppliers?

Your business must add value. Make
sure your pricing covers all costs of production and promotion. You cannot sell
below cost for very long before going
bankrupt. Remember also that working
more closely with your customers and
suppliers can bring competitive advantage.
The tool kit can be downloaded from
www.cimaglobal.com/checklists. n

Scheduling orders to obtain better terms?
Developing your competitive position?
Fostering your company’s reputation and brand values?
Developing your business processes to create more value?
Enhancing staff skills to improve your competitive advantage?
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Alexa Michael is an information specialist at CIMA. This article first appeared
in Financial Management, a monthly
magazine published by CIMA (Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants) for
its members.
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hree times the size of Gen X, Gen
Y, also known as the Millennials,
is fast becoming a powerhouse in
consumer spending. Smart marketers
would do best to eschew traditional marketing and bring their campaigns to Gen
Y in ways that appeal to them, on their
own turf.

nn The New Tsunami
The Millennials are a hard-to-reach but
free-spending generation. Born between
1978 and the late 1990s, they are a group
that is demographically and culturally
diverse as never before. In China, there
are 240 million Gen Yers and they make
up 50% of the workforce. Back at home,
3.9 million Millennials - 36% of the workforce - are in employment.
Most Millennials grew up well provided for by their parents. They are now
a prematurely affluent generation with
a large disposable income at their command. In the US, 76 million Millennials
spend about US$150 billion a year and
influence family spending of up to an
additional US$50 billion annually.

nn The Great Mind Shift
Raised and immersed in one of the most
media-saturated and brand-conscious
eras, Millennials are very selective in
whom and what gets their attention. They
are savvy, yet at the same time, wary of
advertising.
Millennials are the most optimistic
generation of our time. They were raised
to believe they can accomplish anything
and they believe in miracles. Their
parents have provided for them well
enough that they now believe that living comes first and work comes second.
They believe in community, just look at
their Facebook and Twitter pages; they
care about what their friends think,
not necessarily about what marketers
think.
They are totally plugged in; they are
web savvy multi-taskers who command
technology at their fingertips – mobile
phones, computers, video games, Internet
and mp3 players. They are also socially
conscious and are keenly aware of environmental and social issues, politics and
the economy.

MILLENNIALS RISING
s
Winner s
er
& Lead
Who’s Done It and Succeeded

Pepsi. Pepsi started the year incredibly strong with its “Refresh Everything”
campaign. They invited youth to submit their video or text messages to
President Obama to be assembled into a
book and video for him at his inauguration. The result? More than 100,000 text
submissions, over 700 video uploads,
YouTube video views hitting over 4
million, and over 6.5 million views on
Facebook. Pepsi tapped into something
that young people cared about and
facilitated the message without getting
in the way.

nn Bringing It On:
Tips on Marketing To
Millennials
Forget what you learned in marketing.
To reach the new Millennials, marketers
need to understand these young adults
and meet them on their own turf.

n The great mash up. Millennials
thrive on customisation and personalisation. Listen to their opinions and give
them a hand in making the product their
own. Afford them the tools for interaction and contribution. This generation is
the most digital savvy of all and with the
Internet, flash drives, interactive media,
instant messaging and email, companies
are able to reach out to and engage
Millennials in infinite ways.

Target. 2009 was full of recession-referencing campaigns, but Target stood
out by putting a positive spin on the
economic conditions. Their campaign
wasn’t particularly youth-focused, but
cash-strapped college students could
certainly relate to ad spots in which
sipping coffee or colouring your hair at
home were depicted as uplifting and
empowering, not a trade-down.
Apple. Music is the soundtrack to
young adults’ lives. Apple spoke directly
to the Millennials when they created
the iPod, the digital equivalent of the
mix tape, and iTunes, an experience that
was delivered in no time, at exceptional
quality and at a low cost.
Source: www.ypulse.com

n Do not impose. Be authentic.
Never pretend or assume you know more
or better than the Millennials. Sell less,
share more. Avoid hype of any kind; if
Millennials react badly, word will spread
like wildfire and your brand will be as
good as dead. Respect them as consumers and they will respect your company
and your brand.

n Change the way you talk about
yourself. Look hip and cool. Steve Jobs
once said about the Apple iBook: “I wanted to make the computer look so cool
and so attractive that Generation Y would
want to lick the screen.”

Milllennials’ Choice Channels
On average, each week
Millennials spend

• 16.7 hours on the Internet 
•
•
•
•

(excluding email)
13.6 hours watching TV
12 hours listening to the radio
7.7 hours talking on the phone
6 hours reading books and magazines
(not related to schoolwork)

Source: Yahoo & Carat Interactive, 2003
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n Hit the streets. Today’s youth love
experiences. Promotional stunts, product
sampling, and rollouts in strategically
placed venues attract Millennials. They
thrive on word of mouth marketing, and
street marketing is one of the best ways
to create buzz. Today’s smart marketers
use street teams and event marketing to
reach Millennials.

n Meet them where they are. Be
open to new channels and new ways of
reaching the Millennials. Keep abreast of
trends and what makes them tick.

n Get connected. Connections are
vital to Millennials. They keep in touch
with their friends and family via their
mobile phones and texting, YouTube,
Twitter and Facebook accounts. Create
new platforms of engagement and imagine ways in which a special community can be created that brings people
together.

n Be socially responsible: Millennials are incredibly conscious about
social causes including the environment,
animal rights, and world hunger. Align

people got games
More than just games, gaming has huge market appeal and
potential. How can companies harness gaming to tap consumers, especially Gen Y?
The days of Atari have long since burned out. No longer the
exclusive domain of teenage boys and nerdy geeks, gaming has
grown up and gone mainstream, luring both genders and players of all ages and interest groups. These days more adults play
games than kids and 39% of gamers are women.
Gaming has exploded in all directions – online, mobile, even
global - and it’s taking out everyone in its path. Hip urbanites
in China and South Korea are flocking to internet cafes to play
online games for as little as 4 sen per minute. Mobile phones
and iPods are taking gaming to new heights – anytime and
anywhere.
Social gaming has caught on because it’s a lot of fun to play with
your real friends with real identities on social networks such as
Facebook. There are now more than 5,000 games on Facebook.
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your company with a cause that creates
an emotional connection with them.
Among the brands who’ve got it right
and that Millennials count as their favourites are Apple, Adidas, Ben & Jerry’s,
Converse, Volkswagen, H&M, Target and
Levi’s.
A stellar example of brilliant Millennial
marketing is the Obama campaign in
2008. Bucking conventional wisdom, his
youth-centred campaign drew record
under-25 voters, and these first-time voters ultimately contributed the most to
his margin of victory. The campaign’s
website, with its tagging, photo uploads,
discussion boards and other interactive
media allowed the youth to feel in control
and afforded their views to be heard.
Through a steady stream of texts and
tweets, Obama met the youth where they
lived – online.
Millennials may be young but they
know what they want and they don’t want
marketers shoving brands or products
down their throats. They want things at
their own pace, in their own space and on
their own terms. If they haven’t already
done so, it’s time marketers sit up and
take notice. n

MILLENNIALS RISING

Companies such as Zynga, SGN, and Playfish stand out by taking
advantage of the ability to spread games virally. If you can get your
users to spread your game for you, then there’s not as much to worry
about marketing costs. Thanks to viral marketing, it’s possible for small
titles to get noticed in the long tail of thousands of games all
competing on the Facebook platform, which has more than
350 million users.

Effectiveness of in-game ads seem to be on the rise. A study conducted by Nielsen Entertainment showed that, on a year-over-year basis
in 2009, 20 per cent more gamers recall seeing brands advertised in
games than last year, 18 per cent more gamers said in-game ads stand
out more than their more traditional ad counterparts, and overall
brand recommendation is up by 29 per cent.

All these point to even more opportunities for marketers and advertisers to reach consumers, particularly Millennials, in new media. Ingame advertising, where the ads run inside a game as players play, got
off the ground in 2004 and picked up momentum in 2006. The peak
of the market was when the Obama campaign ran ads on billboards
inside a racing game.

for mobile and the browser will lead the next level of online gaming.
The gamers of today are as diverse as the games found in the market.
Marketers can only stand to gain by using this new platform to reach
a wider demographic.

According to Microsoft’s JJ Richards - general manager of
Game:
e
in-game ad subsidiary Massive - most gamers like adverPricewaterhouseCoopers says the global game market
n
li
On
tising in the game because it adds to the realism. He
will grow from US$42 billion in 2007 to US$68 billion in
US$12n
o
i
l
used sports games as an example of a video game expe2012. DFC Intelligence says online games will grow from
l
i
b
1
rience that would be less realistic and immersive without
US$3 billion in 2005 to US$12 billion in 2011. iPhone game
in 201
in-game ads. “Gamers are consuming the experience with
sales are thought to have been around US$250 million for
the ads. The ads add to and enhance that experience.”
the mid-2008 to mid-2009 period. There’s no question games
are gaining market share on other forms of media, which is why the
Last year saw an explosion of social games such as Facebook’s Pet
industry is drawing big investors, from USA Network to Time Warner.
Society and Farmville. More powerful gaming platforms and engines
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TOWERING ATTRACTION

The most famous
position appears to be
lying sprawled, back flat on
the hard floor. Spread-eagling
your legs is an option,
depending on what
you wear.

This show of human gymnastics has
become such a daily occurrence that shy
Malaysians, who’d rather let you speak
through lunch with a speck of spinach
stuck on your teeth rather than embarrass you in public, have even learnt to
ignore such blatant displays of non-conformist behaviour. No doubt, the Twin
Towers have become one of Malaysia’s
most photographed landmarks but the
question remains: for the typical tourist
and amateur photographer, have all those
contortionist acts gotten you the best shot
of the magnificent twin monoliths?
The 88-storey, steel-and-glass Twin
Towers came to prominence, and we say
this with no malice, not through the genius

of one former Malaysian prime minister but, that of the all-American staple of
Hollywood movie magic. Sure, the towers were there long before Welsh beauty,
Catherine Zeta-Jones and ex-Bond sexy
man, Sean Connery, made it the most
enviable Millennium party venue in the
world in the movie Entrapment. But who
can deny the fact that soon after Zeta-Jones
and Connery walked across the towers’
Skybridge in the movie, suddenly that was
the coolest thing for anyone to do in KL.
Make no mistake that unlike the movie’s strangely misleading superimposed
river scene against the backdrop of the
famous towers (there’s absolutely no river
in the area), you can actually walk the
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double-deck, 58.4-metre Skybridge that
connects the two buildings on the 41st
and 42nd floors. Tickets are issued free
daily except Mondays but, seeing how
this is a free service and all, lines have
been known to start as eagerly as the
break of dawn (although the ticket office
opens only at 8.30 a.m.) and, by the time
you’ve zipped through security and made
it to the bridge, honestly, you’re just too
tired to enjoy the view. So, where does
that leave you?
Take it from the locals. The best
views of KL are undoubtedly from the
other tower, the KL Tower. Built without
fanfare or fireworks as a telecommunications tower, its observation deck provides
splendid views of the city’s skyline – so
long as you visit on a truly clear day. And
yes, you can even get a decent shot of the
Twin Towers from here, cocooned in the
cool, air-conditioned environment of the
observatory.
But, if you still find yourself at the
Twin Towers and looking for that solid
image for a keepsake, there are other,
better and less embarrassing ways to capture it. According to the ever-so-helpful
concierge at KLCC’s Suria Mall, the best
place to point-and-shoot would be at the
KLCC Park just beside the fountain. Tour
buses often park just at the perimeters of
the park, which gives you ample space and
privacy to capture a snapshot without hav-

ing to elbow your way through a crowd.
Another place that works is to walk
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over to Trader’s Hotel. Take the elevator
up to the Skybar where its affable staff
are known to permit day-trippers entry
into the lounge for a quick shot of KL’s
towering icon. Or, wind down your KL
excursion here and reserve one of the
sunken, comfy purple couches as you
watch the towers light up spectacularly
for the night. Still, others have stepped
up the game one better. Point your
camera the other way. The reflective windows of the buildings on Jalan Ampang,
notably those at Public Bank Tower and
Menara Bank Simpanan Nasional, get
you a classy image of the towers that’s
almost surreal.
Back on ground zero, a Kuwaiti tourist is busily clicking away as his partner

tries to keep her abaya in place. He
motions for her to hold her black robe
down as it flaps uncontrollably in the
wind, masking the towers from his viewfinder. The security guard looks on as
the male companion crouches, crawls
and experiments in all kinds of creative
positions. It’s going to be – another! long and amusing day. n
The iconic PETRONAS Twin Towers are
a focal point of the modern Kuala Lumpur
City Centre, and are steps away from the
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre which
will host approximately 6,000 delegates
from all over the globe during the 18th
World Congress of Accountants from 8 – 11
November 2010.
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Speaker

Fee
(RM)

Venue

CPE
Hours

Remarks

March 2010
Klang Valley

2 & 3 March

Understanding Fair Value Accounting Practice

Danny Tan

Concorde Hotel, KL

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

3 March

Module 4: Islamic Wealth Planning

Prof. Dato’ Dr.
Kamaruddin Sharif

Lanai Kijang, Bank Negara
Malaysia

800

8

HRDF Claimable

3 March

The Audit Oversight Board & Ethical Dimensions- Credibility of Accountants

various speakers

Securities Commission KL

400

8

4 March

Audit Peak Pointers

Janise Lee

MIA

180

4

4 & 5 March

Balancing Financial Reporting Conformance for Effective Board Assurance

Boey Tak Kong

Hotel Istana Kuala Lumpur

900

16

4 & 5 March

Preparing & Presenting Financial Statements : A Preparers’ Perspective

Danny Tan

Concorde Hotel, KL

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

4 & 5 March

Maximising Tax Benefits from 2010 Budget Proposals, Including New Public Rulings
and Tax Updates

Sivaram Nagappan

Hotel Istana Kuala Lumpur

900

16

HRDF Claimable

4 & 5 March

A Comprehensive Workshop on Deferred Taxation

Woon Chin Chan &
Tan Liong Tong

Hilton Petaling Jaya

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

8 & 9 March

Financial Evaluation of Overseas Investment

Lim Chor Ghee

Hilton Petaling Jaya

1000

16

HRDF Claimable

8 & 9 March

Public Practice Programme

various speakers

Concorde Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur

850

16

8 & 9 March

Reinventing End to End Working Capital Management

Tan Kok Tee

Hilton Petaling Jaya

1000

16

9 March

New Era of Financial Reporting for Developers (IFRIC 15)

Dr. Nordin Zain
& Selvarajah
Jebaretnam

Parkroyal Kuala Lumpur

800

8

HRDF Claimable

HRDF Claimable

9 March

Corporate Insolvency & Restructuring

various speakers

Hotel Istana Kuala Lumpur

500

8

9 & 10
March

Coaching Skills for Accountants

Coach Abd. Aziz
Kassim

Hilton Petaling Jaya

1200

16

HRDF Claimable

10 & 11
March

Risk Management Through Effective Internal Control

Ramesh Ruben Louis

Hotel Istana Kuala Lumpur

900

16

HRDF Claimable

10 & 11 Mar

Financial Essentials for Non-Financial Professionals

S. Yoga Thevan

Crystal Crown, PJ

800

16

SMECorp Subsidy

10 & 11 Mar

Practical Accounting Principles & Practices

Kenneth Tham

Concorde Hotel KL

900

16

HRDF Claimable

10 & 11 Mar

Intergrating Financial Data and Reports Presentation for Accountants

Kok Yee Lan

Pentawise Sdn Bhd, KL

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

15 March

Advanced Consolidation Principles

Woon Chin Chan &
Tan Liong Tong

Hilton Petaling Jaya

550

8

HRDF Claimable

16 & 17 Mar

Preparing Accountants to be Potential Business Leaders

Bernard Thamboo

Hotel Istana Kuala Lumpur

800

16

HRDF Claimable

17 March

Module 5: Islamic Economics, Ethics and Governance

Prof. Dr. Syed Abdul
Hamid AlJunid

Lanai Kijang, Bank Negara
Malaysia

800

8

HRDF Claimable

17 & 18 Mar

Advance Practical Accounting Principles & Practices

Kenneth Tham

Concorde Hotel KL

900

16

HRDF Claimable

18 & 19 Mar

Creative Accounting and the Importance of Financial Disclosure

Shuba Kumar

Hotel Istana Kuala Lumpur

900

16

HRDF Claimable

18 & 19
March

Financial Instruments: Recognition, Measurement, Presentation and Disclosures FRS
139, FRS 132, FRS 7, Amendments & IFRS 9

Woon Chin Chan &
Tan Liong Tong

Concorde Hotel Kuala
Lumpur

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

23 March

Updates of 2010 New & Revised FRSs, Amendments & IC Interpretations for
Accountants

Woon Chin Chan &
Tan Liong Tong

Hilton Petaling Jaya

550

8

HRDF Claimable

23 & 24
March

Beneath the Numbers: Forensics - A Lethal Equilibrium

Richard Thornton,
Mildred Lopez &
Choo Po Ming

Best Western Premier Seri
Pacific Kuala Lumpur

3600

16

23 & 24 Mar

Practical Audit Series (Intermediate Level)

Ramesh Ruben

Hilton Petaling Jaya

800

16

24 March

Real Property Gains Tax (RPGT) - Implications and Exemptions

Chow Chee Yen

Hilton Petaling Jaya

400

8

24 March

Financial Reporting Standards for Private Entities in Malaysia

Danny Tan

Concorde Hotel KL

550

8

24 March

Corporate Governance Guide - Towards Boardroom Excellence

Lee Min On, Tan
Kim Chuan & Mohd
Khaidzir Shahari

Hilton Petaling Jaya

650

8

24 & 25
March

Understanding Documentary Credits & Collections for International Trade

Agee Lee

Best Western Premier Seri
Pacific Kuala Lumpur

900

16

25 March

Goods and Services Tax (GST)

various speakers

Concorde Hotel KL

500

8

25 & 26 Mar

IFRSs/ FRSs and Convergence for Academia

various speakers

Cititel Mid Valley, KL

700

16

SMECorp Subsidy

HRDF Claimable

HRDF Claimable
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Northern
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Southern
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East
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Hours
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25 & 26 Mar

Business Combinations & Preparing Group Financial Statements

Danny Tan

Hilton Petaling Jaya

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

29 & 30 Mar

Building Financial Models for Decision - Making

Bryan Ng

Training Choice KL

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

29 & 30 Mar

Deferred Taxation

Danny Tan

Concorde Hotel KL

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

30 March

Private Finance Initiative (PFI): Uncover the Critical Success Factors

various speakers

Kuala Lumpur Convention
Centre (KLCC)

1200

8

31 March &
1 April

Financial Instruments: FRS 139, FRS 132, FRS 7 & IFRS 9

Danny Tan

Concorde Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur

950

16

HRDF Claimable

8 & 9 March

Building Financial Models for Decision - Making

Bryan Ng

PSDC Penang

1100

16

HRDF Claimable

10 & 11 Mar

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and Performance Management

Dr. Krishna

Traders Hotel

800

16

HRDF Claimable

10 & 11
March

Financial Instruments: FRS 132, 139, 7 & FRS 9

Selvarajah
Jebaretnam

Heritage Hotel Ipoh

850

16

HRDF Claimable

4 & 5 March

Financial Essentials for Non-Financial Professionals

S. Yoga Thevan

Puteri Pacific Johor Bahru

800

16

SMECorp Subsidy

8 March

Applying Test of Controls & Analytical Procedures in Audit

Ramesh Ruben Louis

Grand Paragon JB

400

8

15 March

Effective Stock Take Techniques

Teo Kim Soon

Puteri Pacific Johor Bahru

400

8

16 March

Corporate Governance Guide - Towards Boardroom Excellence

Lee Min On, Tan
Kim Chuan & Mohd
Khaidzir Shahari

Mutiara Johor Bahru

650

8

23 March

Accounting for Financial Instruments

Lim Geok Heng

Mutiara Hotel Johor Bahru

500

16

HRDF Claimable

24 March

Accounting for Deferred Taxation - A Practical Approach

Lim Geok Heng

Mutiara Hotel Johor Bahru

500

8

HRDF Claimable

26 March

An Overview of GST Bill (Its Impact, Policy and Implementation)

Robin Chia & Leung
Yew Kwong

Mutiara Hotel Johor Bahru

400

8

30 March

An Overview of GST Bill (Its Impact, Policy and Implementation)

Robin Chia

Royale Bintang Resort &
Spa Seremban

400

8

3 March

Applying Test of Controls & Analytical Procedures in Audit

Ramesh Ruben Louis

The Pacific Sutera Kota
Kinabalu

400

8

4 March

Applying Test of Controls & Analytical Procedures in Audit

Ramesh Ruben Louis

Grand Margherita Hotel
Kuching

400

8

17 March

Real Property Gains Tax (RPGT) - Implications and Exemptions

Chow Chee Yen

Shangri-La Tg Aru Resort &
Spa Kota Kinabalu

400

8

18 March

Real Property Gains Tax (RPGT) - Implications and Exemptions

Chow Chee Yen

Hilton Kuching

400

8

22 & 23
March

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and Performance Management

Dr. Krishna

Shangri-La Tg Aru Resort &
Spa Kota Kinabalu

800

16

PROUD HOST:
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For Further Information Please Mail, Fax or E-Mail to:
MIA Professional Development Centre (MPDC)
Malaysia Institute of Accountants
Dewan Akauntan, 2, Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3,
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-2279 9200 Fax: +603-2273 5167
e-mail: mpdc@mia.org.my Homepage: www.mia.org.my
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